Archaeological & Heritage Impact Assessment:
Lot4 DP 339137 Terrace Street Bannockburn;
Water Race Hill Subdivision Proposal
The applicant (DJ Jones and NR Searell Family Trusts) seeks resource consent from the
Central Otago District Council (CODC) to subdivide one certificate of title, totalling
17.614 hectares (ha) into:
• 35 residential allotments - Lots 1-35;
• Roading Lots - Lot 100 (5.86ha), Lot 101 (1.39ha) and Lot 102 (4.19ha) encompasses
all the roading infrastructure
• Proposed Public Reserve Lot - Lot 200 is a proposed reserve lot to be vested with the
CODC and is 4.04 ha and
• Balance Lot - Lot 50 being 7.82ha.
Site Number/s and/or possible unrecorded, subsurface archaeological sites and or
material:- F41/369 Upper& Lower Water Race Hill race branches to Revell’s Basin &
Gorge; and a branch race to F41/368 Pennyweights Sluiced gully remnants; F41/385
Revell’s Basin workings &wrs; F41/372 Shepherd’s Ck Gorge water race below Water
race hill eastern Lot parcels; pending record for historic post & wire fence line ex Sect
40 SO_3081 June 1915;
Commissioned by Adderley Head for DJ Jones and NR Searell Family Trusts

Matthew Sole
Kopuwai Consulting
May 2021

Figure 1 - View north along Upper & Lower twin water races of Water Race Hill F41/369 that supplied early working via
flumed pipe over Revell’s Gorge to Slaughteryard Hill Reservoir F41/399 to workings NE off Slaughteryard Hill. Kopuwai
Consulting 28 03 2017
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Executive Summary
In April 2019 the DJ Jones and NR Searell Family Trusts (“the Trusts” or “the applicant”) applied to the Central Otago
District Council (“CODC”) for subdivision and land use consents regarding 17.614 hectares (ha) near Bannockburn,
Central Otago (known as “Water Race Hill” or the “site”) to enable a proposed 38 lot subdivision and construction of
residential dwellings on each new lot, as well as a reserve lot, a balance lot and a roading lot (the “proposal”).
The site contains a significant and diverse array of recorded archaeological sites and features associated with early
1860’s goldmining, early main street stable site, commonage ground and coalmining through to the 1930’s involving
several water races, reservoirs, various sluicing’s off respective creek terraces and gullies.
In response to a Request for Further Information (“RFI”) issued by the CODC in May 2019, the applicant commissioned
Kopuwai Consulting to complete an expert assessment of historic heritage values associated with the site, the potential
adverse effects of the proposal on such values and to recommend amendments to the proposal in order to reduce the
level of effects resulting from the proposal.
This report addresses each of these matters. It has been prepared following an extensive process that included desktop research, several site visits, dialogue with the applicant and the applicant’s project team, and consultation with
Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga.
As a consequence of this work several recommendations were made to amend the proposal to reduce its impact on
historic heritage values, all of which have been accepted by the applicant.
Historic Heritage Elements on the Subject Site
Water Race Hill and the adjoining Revell’s Gully, and interconnected, Slaughteryard Hill, contain a significant and
diverse array of recorded and un-recorded archaeological sites and features associated with early 1860’s goldmining
through to the 1930’s, as well as commonage grounds, farm steading, a historic main street stable site and hotel
orchards.
The historic heritage elements found on Water Race Hill, can be loosely grouped into the following categories:
1.

Water races - main stem and minor distribution;

2.

Sluice faces, sluice gulches, sludge channels and tailings;

3.

Historic fences; and

4.

Reservoir and stacked schist rock retaining features.

Note that of the above four groups of heritage elements, only the water races and the historic fences will be physically
affected by the subdivision proposal.
Summary of heritage impact assessment and recommendations
The combined heritage values of this peninsular bounded by Shepherd’s Creek, Bannockburn Inlet, Kawarau Arm and
Bannockburn Village features some of the earliest mining sequence remains of Bannockburn, a past historic main street
stable site, as well as later coalmining activity and farming steading.
The landscape, topography and heritage tapestry of the site is significant and combine to offer rich potential for its next
sequence of land stewardship. Our knowledge of previous uses of the site coupled with its location, landform and
setting requires due diligence for its future land use. The combined and collective early archaeological and landscape
evaluation and planning is a credit to all involved. The sensitive and respectful landscape master plan informed by the
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spatial archaeological survey and good subdivision design recognises the significant values of the site and sets the basis
for the subdivision application for Water Race Hill.
The combined efforts of the design team have assessed and recognised the combined natural landscape, heritage
landscape, cultural setting and recreational attributes within and adjoining the subdivision proposal. Specifically for the
assessed archaeological features the subdivision has been fitted around and within historic sluiced gullies and gulches
constructively retaining the historic features and integrating them along with the landscape recreation values as a
subdivision with defining and enduring points of difference. Good design is preserving and integrating values and
features that on first appearances could have been deemed by some as hindrances.
Specific to Water Race Hill, the elements of twin water race components which serviced the gold workings and later
coal mines, the lower of twin branches, is proposed to be integrated into subdivision road reserve. Some less legible
portions of the upper twin branch water race remnants will be sacrificed for destruction, along with identified fence
sections, subject Heritage NZ approval via the pending archaeological authority application informed by this
archaeological assessment.
The lower water race along the bottom of the subdivision boundary along the true left of Shepherd’s Creek servicing
sluicing’s along the creek and around to Revell’s Gully is proposed for adaptive reuse as an informal bare ground
walking trail in the old race formation (F41/372) within Lot 200 the 3.59 ha public recreational reserve. It is proposed
for an archaeological authority to adaptively reuse the Shepherd’s Creek water race (F41/372) within Lot 200as an
informal walking trail within Lot 200. No modification would be required to the trail, other than some pegging/trail
marking, and some bramble vegetation clearance. The exact route that the trail will take is yet to be determined, in lieu
of an additional site visit to identify a logical and achievable route. This bare ground walking trail will form part of loop
around the Water Race Hill subdivision, and will enhancing engagement and appreciation of the heritage and landscape
values.
Along Shepherd’s Creek boundary and up and over the brow of the ridge overlooking Revell’s Gully are the remnant
remains of early hardwood (Totara) posts and wire fence subsequently repaired with ex railway sleeper posts and
rabbit netting. These are associated with earlier small farmlet and Bannockburn commonage grazing use. A
representative section of the fence line is proposed for retention along the bottom boundary of Shepherd’s Creek and
up above Revell’s Gully boarding lot 26 and some small remnants within Revell’s Basin boarding Lot 200.
Revell’s Gorge contains archaeological remnants of various phases of mining associated with the two lots and setting it
aside as public reserve with an appropriate management of historic and natural values will see these preserved and
appreciated into the future.
The proposed installation of a heritage interpretation panel detailing and interpreting what remains and how to care
for it will help empower community care and stewardship into the future along with informing recreational use.
Outside of the residential and roading components (excepting the adaptive reuse lower water branch) of the
subdivision but within Lot 200 there is a significant array of identified heritage remnants. As a local reserve these need
to be managed and preserved.
In summary the heritage landscape is assessed as being of medium value. The magnitude of impact arising from the
proposal is assessed as minor to moderate. Overall, taking into account the recommended changes, the proposal is
assessed as having slight to moderate impact on historic heritage values within the site.
Summary of archaeological assessment and recommendations
There are four recorded archaeological sites within Water Race Hill boundaries. However there are many other
archaeological features that have been identified through the site survey that have not been formally registered which
are identified in this report.
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This report makes a number of recommendations centred around the guiding principle that every practical effort
should be made to avoid damage to any heritage or archaeological site, whether known, or discovered during any
redevelopment of the site. These are detailed below in the Recommendations section of the assessment report
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Introduction
Purpose of report
This report provides an archaeological assessment and a heritage impact assessment of the proposed Water Race Hill
subdivision and land use consents regarding Lot 4 DP 339137. It encompasses heritage features associated with the site
and adjacent land parcels.
The report includes recommendations in relation to the resource consent applications and also recommends an
application for archaeological authority. It is to be read as a complete report and is applicable to the subdivision
scheme plan version REV I as prepared by Landpro supplied (the subdivision plan).

Description and scope of assessment commission
In 2016 I was approached to survey and identify remaining above ground archaeological sites and features of Stage one
of Water Race Hill off Terrace Road Bannockburn, with the purpose to inform subdivision design for a RMA resource
consent and inform an archaeological assessment to support an archaeological authority to Heritage NZ for consent to
destroy and or modify identified less significant remaining heritage that is unable to be avoided or needs modifying by
the subdivision design.
The scope has been primarily designed around Stage 1 Water Race Hill portion of Lot 4.The wider surrounds of the
Trust’s Lot 4 Revell’s Basin and Gully and Part Section 103 Slaughteryard Hill have been surveyed for heritage landscape
context and inform assessment of significance along with informing both the current subdivision plan and future
subdivision staging.
This was a forward thinking and best practice approach to be commended and acknowledged for front footing the
identification of remaining heritage values and being able to spatially identify and map early, the significant remaining
heritage values for sensitive and respectful incorporation into the subdivision design process early on. The use of a
landscape architect early on also facilitated with the identified heritage values the combining of the strategic and
integrated use of the sites topography and natural landscape and adjoining Bannockburn heritage town scape and the
recreational and amenity values of the Bannockburn Inlet and the wider Cromwell Basin.
Water Race Hill
The site is located near Bannockburn, Central Otago. It lies between Bannockburn Road and Shepherd’s Creek. It
contains 17.614 ha and is accessed off Terrace Street.
The combined land parcels and adjacent land feature remnants of progressive goldmining sequences from early ground
surface workings and with the sourcing and construction of water races and reservoirs along with the advances in
mining techniques saw the scale and extent of sluicing and hydraulic sluicing expand across the Bannockburn landscape
with Lot 4 and Part Sect 103 featuring intact and representative examples of such. A significant feature at the time
would have been the construction and operation of a likely canvas piped flume across Revell’s Gorge to the
Slaughteryard Hill Reservoir servicing the sluicing’s off Slaughter Hill to the east and around into the lower Revell’s
gorge.
The locality has also featured sites of store and stables associated with the early history and life of Bannockburn. A
defining feature coinciding and following on from the sustained period of gold mining is the rich and intense sequence
of coal mining companies that operated tightly within Slaughteryard Hill, Revell’s Gully, Shepherd’s and Bannockburn
Creeks. This phase saw occupation of the only remaining huts site change from gold miners to coal miners. The land
outside of the mining was used as Bannockburn commonage and farm steading evidenced by enduring early hardwood
post and wire fencing still remaining.
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Figure 2 The Water Race Hill land Lot 4 DP339137 with key place names showing

The Proposal
Original proposal included in April 2019 Resource Consent Application
The applicant originally sought a resource consent from the CODC in April 2019 to subdivide one certificate of title (“the
Water Race Hill land”), totalling 17.614 hectares (ha) into:





38 residential allotments - Lots 1-38;
balance Lot - Lot 50 being 7.82 ha;
roading Lot - Lot 100 encompasses all the roading infrastructure and is 1.14 ha; and
proposed public reserve Lot - Lot 200 (3.59 ha) proposed to be vested with the CODC.
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Figure 3 Subdivision design REV E for Water Race Hill included in April 2019 subdivision application

Amended proposal incorporating project team recommendations
Since the RFI letter of May 2019, the applicant has sought advice on the RFI and the key RMA issues from the project
team, namely:
a. the author;
b. landscape architects Tony Milne and Angie Nelson of Rough and Milne Landscape Architects;
c. planner Walt Denley of Landpro;
d. surveyor Richard Ford of Landpro; and
e. RMA lawyers Chris Fowler and Meg Buddle of Adderley Head.
The project team visited the site collectively on 18 March 2020. Several additional site visits have been completed by
individual members of the project team in order to better understand the environmental effects of the proposal and to
develop robust responses to them. In addition, members of the project team have collaborated to ensure that
recommendations are feasible and accurately recorded in amended subdivision design plans.
Based on the project team’s recommendations, the applicant has decided to make the following changes to the
proposal:
a. the number of residential lots included in the proposal has been decreased from 38 to 35 (by removal of
original Lots 26, 27 and 32);
b. a portion of original Lot 25, and the entirety of original Lot 26, is now located within Lot 200; and
c. the size of original Lots 27-35 has been increased; and
d. several additions to the proposal in recognition of the archaeological features, as a result of the
recommendations made in this report. The specific additions will be discussed in more detail below.
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Figure 4 Subdivision design REV I for Water Race Hill included in [May 2021] response to CODC Request for Further Information

The subdivision plan (version REV I) shown in Figure 4 is the version that is the basis of this archaeological and heritage
impact assessment.

Legal description/appellation of land affected
The legal description of the land affected is Lot 4 DP 339137 (referred to throughout as the “Water Race Hill land”).

Work (and date) of assessment undertaken and by whom
To complete this assessment I have (Kopuwai Consulting) undertaken the following work:


Three archaeological surveys involving an
o Initial survey of a portion of Lot 4 proposed for a 9 lot subdivision Landpro RC S15303 dated 3 10 2016
over what is named ‘Water race hill’ on 7 July 2016, which identified the remnant remains of NZAA
recorded sites and an array of unrecorded features relating to goldmining; coalmining; farm steading.
o A wider heritage landscape survey beyond the Stage 1 Water Race Hill subdivision proposal involving
the remainder of Lot 4 and all of Part Sect 103 owned by Jones Searell Family Trust was undertaken in
28 March 2017 which located the remnant remains of the recorded sites of water races; reservoir and
Chinese dwelling and garden site. A significant discovery from remnants water race abutments either
side of Revell’s Gully was the operation of a likely canvas piped flume that would been the
constructed solution to conveying water between Water Race Hill and Slaughteryard Hill across
Revell’s Gorge to the Slaughteryard Hill Reservoir servicing the sluicing’s off Slaughter Hill to the east
and around into the lower Revell’s gorge.
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o

A follow up archaeological survey for an assessment of effects of the subdivision plan Rev E on the
remaining above ground archaeological sites and values on 31 August 2018. This revealed hand
stacked tailings, schist boxed sluicing’s; rock blasted sludge channel with stacked rock walling from
the blasted waste; artefact scatters from early occupation; sluice gulches; and coalmining features
and artefacts along with sites from early Bannockburn establishment.



A few project planning and stakeholder onsite visits were undertaken as well as part of the design and
planning stages as various iterations of the subdivision proposal evolved.



In Jan 2021 Heritage NZ Area Manager Jane McKnight and Otago Southland Archaeologist Nikole Wills
accompanied by Kopuwai Consulting Archaeologist and Trustee Doug Jones were given a site visit over the
Water Race Hill Rev H and the adjacent Jones Searell parcel known as Slaughteryard Hill where the setting and
context for the Rev H subdivision could be viewed in relation to the Bannockburn main street, its remaining
heritage buildings, the wider settlement and Revell’s Sluiced basin and Gully down to the Bannockburn Inlet
and its amenity values.



The Archaeological Assessment has determined an Archaeological Authority Application is required as while
the new subdivision Rev I, aligned roading, water, waste and stormwater services, residence and associated
services installation will, with marking archaeological features and sensitive earthworks and construction,
preserve the majority of the above ground features, some water race and historic fence line components and
other minor gold mining elements will be adaptively repurposed, and or disturbed, and destroyed, triggering
the requirement of an archaeological authority application.



While the priority for the archaeological authority has been pre 1900’s there has been an RMA historic
heritage assessment effects on post-1900 historic heritage for the land parcels. In more recent years Doug
Jones has grazed the Water Race Hill land and reutilised the water races for wild flood irrigation. Between
Water Race Hill and Bannockburn Road south west of the subdivision, 1980’s development has led to:
o
o
o

o

o

the loss of recorded sites F41/366 Patterson & Co Dam – Ridlands 1890 map;
modification & loss of 45% of Pennyweights sluicing’s F41/368;
Loss of a section of water from Patterson & Co Dam servicing the sluicing’s in Pennyweights Sluicing’s
F41/368; Revell’s Basin and Gully F41/385 & F41/795 and the workings off Slaughteryard Hill and later
Colleries F41/403 & F41/301.
Damage to sluice faces on the south side of Revell’s Basin F41/385 & F41/795 and burial sluice
channels and tailings within the Revell’s sluicing’s from road cut spoil stock piling from the
redeveloped access into Bannockburn required as part of the Lake Dunstan impoundment.
CODC stormwater and waste infrastructure installed down through Pennyweights Sluicing has likely
destroyed schist lined boxed sluice channels and has damaged and destroyed hand stacked tailings,
fencing and sludge channel draining the Revell’s Basin sluicing’s. Recent upgrades caused further
impacts on these recorded archaeological features and sites.

Brief background section to include any information relevant to this assessment. e.g. any
issues/occurrences which lead to this assessment being commissioned; previous reports relating to
this assessment and area affected
The area was surveyed in Feb 1982 by Neville Ritchie archaeologist for the Clutha Valley Hydro Development project
recording on New Zealand Archaeological Site recording database 8 recorded archaeological sites across Lot 4
Deposited Plan 339137 and Pt Sec 103. These were referenced in the 2016 – 2017 archaeological surveys associated
with the Trusts Bannockburn parcels. The recorded historical sites were:
o

F41-368 S133-808 Lower Remains Pennyweight Gully Sluicing’s
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o

o
o
o
o
o
o

o

o

o

F41-369 S133-809 Upper Water race from F41/366 Patterson & Co Dam to a branch servicing F41-368
Pennyweights Sluicing’s and a branch to the Lower Water Race Hill race servicing small sluicing’s of
water race hill and beyond to a sluice gulch down in Revell’s Gorge. The Upper Water Race Hill race
continues to F41-385Revell’s Gully and via a past flumed pipe over Revell’s Gorge to F41-399
Slaughteryard Hill Reservoir via F41-398 Slaughteryard Hill reservoir race to F41-403 NE Slaughteryard
Hill Sluicing area and coal pits – now modified extensively by gravel quarry & sewage pond and via a
shallow branch water race supplying F41-394 Chinese occupation site.
F41-372 S133-812 water race TL above Shepherd’s Creek below Lot 4 Water Race Hill eastern
boundary - servicing workings in Revell’s Gully & Shepherd’s Creek & later Collieries
F41-385 S133-825 Revell’s Basin workings, Sludge Channels, dams, tailings, and dual water races on
north side of the basin below Slaughteryard Hill
F41-394 S133-835 Slaughteryard Hill Chinese Hut and occupation site & artefacts
F41-398 S133-839 Slaughteryard Hill reservoir race to F41-399 Slaughteryard Hill Reservoir serviced by
canvas fluming from F41-366 Patterson & Co reservoir
F41-399 S133-840 Reservoir Slaughteryard Hill
New site records for farmstead/commonage fencing ex Section 40 SO_3081 June 1915 _Sect 40
(Water Race Hill) surveyed for Ellen Taylor married to Jack Taylor miner, carter & mail Contractor
1878 - 1937 .
New site records for various colliery sites off Revell’s Gully and Slaughteryard Hill & Shepherd’s Creek
as recorded on Bannockburn History project Map Sheet 6 #s 185, 189, 502, 186, 187– Paul Crump &
various early mining plans SO3929 Coal Lease Sect 80 John Hodson 1910, SO3939 Coal Lease Sect 85 E
J McCabe & G Crabbe 1912, SO3940 Coal Lease Sect 86 & 38 J Gordon H Russel R Robertson Ellen M
Gibson 1912, SO3941 Coal Lease Sect 87 Ellen Mary Gibson 1912.
New site record for Slaughteryard Hill lower twin races likely extensions off F41/812 to include lineal
reservoirs servicing sluice workings and later collieries down into Bannockburn Inlet ex Revell’s Gully
Shepherd’s Creek Bannockburn Creek.
Site record update for F41/369 to include the lower water race (proposed for adaptive reuse an active
path) on Water Race Hill as a branch of the upper water from Patterson & Co reservoir F41/366
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Figure 5 Map of NZAA wider view recorded sites on and around Terrace St – Lot 4 DP339137 Water Race Hill & Pt Section 103
Slaughteryard Hill – March 2020
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Figure 6 Google aerial –Lot 4 DP339137 Terrace Street Bannockburn; Water Race Hill Subdivision proposal with recorded
archaeological sites shown – Kopuwai Archaeology March 2021

Figure 7 Google aerial – Location of Lot 4 DP339137 Terrace Street Bannockburn; Water Race Hill Subdivision proposal –
Kopuwai Archaeology March 2021
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Statutory Requirements
There are two main pieces of legislation in New Zealand that control work affecting archaeological sites. These
are the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 (HNZPTA) and the Resource Management Act 1991
(RMA). This report provides an assessment of the proposal against both enactments.
Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014
Heritage New Zealand administers the HNZPTA. It contains a consent (authority) process for any work
affecting archaeological sites, where an archaeological site is defined as:
Any place in New Zealand, including any building or structure (or part of a building or structure), that -

a.

Was associated with human activity that occurred before 1900 or is the site of the wreck of any
vessel where the wreck occurred before 1900; and

b.

Provides or may provide, through investigation by archaeological methods, evidence relating to
the history of New Zealand; and

c.

Includes a site for which a declaration is made under section 43(1)

Any person who intends carrying out work that may modify or destroy an archaeological site, must first
obtain an authority from Heritage New Zealand. The process applies to sites on land of all tenure
including public, private and designated land. The HNZPTA contains penalties for unauthorised site
damage or destruction.
The archaeological authority process applies to all archaeological sites, regardless of whether:


The site is recorded in the NZ Archaeological Association Site Recording Scheme or included in the
Heritage New Zealand List,



The site only becomes known about as a result of ground disturbance, and/ or



The activity is permitted under a district or regional plan, or a resource or building consent has
been granted

Heritage New Zealand also maintains the New Zealand Heritage List/ Rarangi Korero of Historic Places,
Historic Areas, Wahi Tupuna, Wahi Tapu and Wahi Tapu Areas. The List can include archaeological sites.
Its purpose is to inform members of the public about such places.

Archaeological sites are protected under Section 42 of the HNZPTA, and it is an offence to carry out work
that may "modify or destroy, or cause to be modified or destroyed, the whole or any part of that site if
that person knows, or ought reasonably to have suspected, that the site is an archaeological site",
whether or not the site has been previously recorded. Each individual who knowingly damages or
destroys an archaeological site without having the appropriate authority is liable, on conviction, to
substantial fines (Section 87).
Any person wishing to carry out work on an archaeological site that may modify or destroy any part of the
site, including scientific investigations, must first obtain an authority from Heritage New Zealand (Sections
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44(a),(c)). The HNZPTA stipulates that an application must be sought even if the effects on the
archaeological site will be no more than minor as per Section 44(b). A significant change from the Historic
Places Act (1993) is that "an authority is not required to permit work on a building that is an
archaeological site unless the work will result in the demolition of the whole of the building" (Section
42(3)).
Heritage New Zealand will process the authority application within five working days of its receipt to
assess if the application is adequate or if further information is required (Section 47(1)(b)). If the
application meets the requirements under Section 47(1)(b), it will be accepted and notice of the
determination will be provided within 20 to 40 working days. Most applications will be determined within
20 working days, but additional time may be required in certain circumstances. If Heritage New Zealand
requires its own assessment of the Maori values for the site, the determination will be made within 30
working days. If the application relates to a particularly complex site, the act permits up to 40 days for the
determination to be made. Heritage New Zealand will notify the applicant and other affected parties
(e.g., the land owner, local authorities, iwi, museums, etc.) of the outcome of the application.
Once an authority has been granted, modification of an archaeological site is only allowed following the
expiration of the appeals period or after the Environment Court determines any appeals. Any directly
affected party has the right to appeal the decision within 15 working days of receiving notice of the
determination. Heritage New Zealand may impose conditions on the authority that must be adhered to
by the authority holder (Section 52). Provision exists for a review of the conditions (see Section 53). The
authority remains current for a period of up to 35 years, as specified in the authority. If no period is
specified in the authority, it remains current for a period of five years from the commencement date.
The authority is tied to the land for which it applies, regardless of changes in the ownership of the land.
Before any changes of ownership, the land owner must give notice to Heritage New Zealand and advise
the succeeding land owner of the authority, its conditions, and terms of consent.
An additional role of Heritage New Zealand is maintaining the New Zealand Heritage list, which is a
continuation of the Register of Historic Places, Historic Areas, and Wahi Tapu Areas. The list can
include archaeological sites. The purpose of the list is to inform members of the public about such places
and to assist with their protection under the RMA (1991).
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Resource Management Act 1991
The RMA requires City, District and Regional Councils to manage the use, development, and protection
of natural and physical resources in a way that provides for the wellbeing of today’s communities while
safeguarding the options of future generations. The protection of historic heritage from inappropriate
subdivision, use, and development is identified as a matter of national importance (section 6f).
Historic heritage is defined as those natural and physical resources that contribute to an understanding
and appreciation of New Zealand's history and cultures, derived from archaeological, architectural,
cultural, historic, scientific, or technological qualities.
Historic heritage includes:


historic sites, structures, places, and areas



archaeological sites;



sites of significance to Maori, including wahi tapu;



surroundings associated with the natural and physical resources (RMA section 2).

These categories are not mutually exclusive and some archaeological sites may include above ground
structures or may also be places that are of significance to Maori.
Where resource consent is required for any activity the assessment of effects is required to address
cultural and historic heritage matters (RMA 4th Schedule and the district plan assessment criteria).

RMA historic heritage is defined as those natural and physical resources that contribute to an understanding
and appreciation of New Zealand's history and cultures, derived from archaeological, architectural, cultural,
historic, scientific, or technological qualities.
Historic heritage includes:
•
historic sites, structures, places, and areas
•
archaeological sites;
•
sites of significance to Maori, including wahi tapu;
•
surroundings associated with the natural and physical resources (RMA section 2).
These categories are not mutually exclusive and some archaeological sites may include above ground
structures or may also be places that are of significance to Maori.
Where resource consent is required for any activity the assessment of effects is required to address cultural
and historic heritage matters (RMA 4th Schedule and the district plan assessment criteria).
The Resource Management Act 1991 requires local authorities to develop and operate under a district plan.
District Plan provisions relevant to historic heritage
Table 1 Summary of CODC operative plan 2008 Heritage objectives & polices

CODP Chapter

Objective/Policy
14.3.4 Objective – Archaeological Sites
To recognise and provide appropriate protection for the values associated with the District’s
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archaeological sites.
Heritage Buildings,
Places, Sites, Objects
and Trees Chapter

14.4.6 Policy – Archaeological Sites
To provide for the conservation of values associated with the District’s archaeological sites by:
(a) Identifying such registered sites, on the planning maps.
(b) Ensuring that works carried out within or near such sites recognise and provide for their
values where appropriate.
(c) Requiring an assessment of the values associated with any such sites as part of any
subdivision or land use consent in circumstances where a significant adverse effect may result,
and requiring protection where such values are considered to be significant.

16.3.6 - Objective - Heritage Values
To ensure that subdivision does not facilitate development that may adversely affect heritage
and cultural values including cultural values of importance to Kai Tahu ki Otago.
Subdivision Chapter
16.4.7 - Policy - Subdivision Design
To require that the design of subdivision, where relevant to the intended use, provides for the
following matters:
(h) Facilitates retention of the heritage values of a site or area.

The Operative CODC District Plan (the District Plan) recognises that the district has a wealth of heritage
items and precincts that are an important part of the area’s amenity and character. Activities that affect
properties within heritage precincts or heritage items are evaluated against the rules outlined in Section
11, heritage precincts, and Section 14, heritage buildings, places, sites, objects and trees.
The District Plan register includes heritage buildings, places, sites, objects and trees that are recognised as
being significant to the heritage of the district, and their inclusion on Schedule 19.4 affords them
protection while encouraging their continued use, adaptive reuse, and development. The rules relating to
these heritage items are outlined in Section 14 of the District Plan. The register includes all Heritage New
Zealand Category 1 and Category 2 listed sites, which have been evaluated according to criteria outlined
in the HNZPTA. Listed items in the District Plan are discussed below in section containing the Heritage
Impact Assessment.
Outlined below are the heritage features and values across the Trust’s parcels Lot 4 DP339137 and Part
Sec 103 and neighbouring land where heritage features on the Trust’s land are related and connected as
heritage systems. This assessment of surveyed heritage pre and post 1900 assesses the impacts of the
Water race hill subdivision on the remaining heritage features and values and provides an assessment of
effects with recommendations to inform the Resource Consent and archaeological authority.

Some of the historic elements on the site include:
• Water races;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sluice faces; Sluice gulches
Sludge Channels;
Tailings – stacked & revetted and
Old hardwood post and wire fence lines.
Coal pits prospects & underground measures
Old flume site – Revell’s Gully
Dams/reservoirs
Locations of past historic store & stables
Ex public reserve and Bannockburn Commonage
Artefact scatters

The features are of mining, farm steading and Bannockburn commonage and early town service origins.
Past early survey plans record sites of past recreation reserve 1924 (SO35) Ex Stables SO3935 1908.
Archaeological Association recorded sites on Arc Site
The heritage associated and connected with Lot 4 Water Race Hill & Part Sect 103 land includes 16 NZ
Archaeological Association recorded sites. Asterisked sites 4* are directly related to Water Race Hill Rev I
subdivision and are all pre 1900 sites as defined by the HNZ Act.
These are sites associated with human activity that occurred before 1900 and provides or may provide,
through investigation by archaeological methods, evidence relating to the history of New Zealand.
Table 2 of recorded archaeological sites associated with Lot 4 & Part Sec 103, with * sites specific to Water Race Hill
Subdivision

NZAA_ID

IMPERIAL

NAME

ShortDescr

SiteType

SiteFeatur

1

F41/403

S133/844

Sluicing area/coal
pits

Mining - gold

Sluicing’s/
coal pits

2

F41/366

S133/806

Dam

Industrial

Dam

3

F41/369*

S133/809

Water races

Industrial

Water race

4

F41/372*

S133/812

Water race

Industrial

Water race

5

F41/301

S133/691

NE
Slaughteryard
Hill
Patterson & Co
Reservoir
Upper Water
Race Hill Race
– with a branch
race to
Pennyweights
sluicing’s, the
upper branch
race Revell's
Gully &
Slaughteryard
Hill and branch
to Lower
Water Race Hill
to Revell’s
Gorge
sluicing’s
Shepherd’s Ck
TL above Gorge
Lot 4
Slucings/sluice
faces Ex TL
Bannockburn

Sluiced area/coal
drives

Mining - gold
& coal

Sluicing’s/
sluicing face
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Ck
6

F41/367

S133/807

7

F41/292

S133/667

8

F41/393

S133/834

9

F41/399

S133/840

10

F41/794

11

F41/385*

12

F41/795*

13

F41/368*

S133/808

14

F41/394

S133/835

15

F41/365

S133/805

16

F41/398

S133/839

S133/825

Shepherd’s Ck
TR high
Shepherd’s Ck
low wr & dam
NW
Slaughteryard
hill
Slaughteryard
Hill Reservoir
Slaughteryard
Hill Antimony
Smelter
Chimney Flue

Revell's Basin
Sluicing’s &
water races
Revell's Gorge

Pennyweights
Sluice Gully
Slaughteryard
Hill hut &
occupation site
Shepherd’s Ck
TL Tailings
Slaughteryard
reservoir race

Water race

Industrial

Water race

Water race/dam

Industrial

Water race

Industrial

water
race/dam
Water race

Mining dam

Industrial

Dam

Remnants of
schist-lined
chimney flue &
smelter of the
Carrick Range
Antimony
Company
constructed in the
1880s.
Ground
sluicing/water
races

Industrial

Chimney

Mining - gold

Revell's gorge is a
broad sludge
channel with
several features
such as short tail
races, old
sluicing’s, and
piles of tailings,
with sluice faces
on the N side.
Water races on
Slaughteryard Hill
lead to these
faces.
Sluice gully

Mining - gold

Sluicing’s/
sluicing
face/water
races
Tailings,
Water race tail race,
Mining
workings,
Sluicing’s/
sluicing face

Hut site

Historic domestic

Tailings/drive

Mining - gold

Sluicing’s/
sluicing face
Hut floor/
site/water
race
Tailings/drive

Water race

Industrial

Water race

Mining - gold

The various effects of the Lot 4 Water Race Hill REV I subdivision proposal on the recorded and unrecorded
lower twin race and early fencing are described and assessed within this assessment.
Unrecorded archaeological sites/features
New sites records are pending for:
 New site records for (Water Race Hill) farmstead/commonage fencing ex Section 40 SO_3081
June 1915 _Sect 40 (Water Race Hill) surveyed for Ellen Taylor married to Jack Taylor miner,
carter & mail Contractor 1878 – 1937 source BHP.
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New site records for various colliery sites off Revell’s Gully and Slaughteryard Hill & Shepherd’s
Creek as recorded on Bannockburn History project Map Sheet 6 #s 185, 189, 502, 186, 187– Paul
Crump & various early mining plans SO3929 Coal Lease Sect 80 John Hodson 1910, SO3939 Coal
Lease Sect 85 E J McCabe & G Crabbe 1912, SO3940 Coal Lease Sect 86 & 38 J Gordon H Russel R
Robertson Ellen M Gibson 1912, SO3941 Coal Lease Sect 87 Ellen Mary Gibson 1912.
New site record for Slaughteryard Hill lower twin races likely extensions off F41/812 to include
lineal reservoirs servicing sluice workings and later collieries down into Bannockburn Inlet ex
Revell’s Gully Shepherd’s Creek Bannockburn Creek.
Site record update for F41/369 to include the linked lower water race (proposed for adaptive
reuse an active path) on Water Race Hill as a branch of the upper water from Patterson & Co
reservoir F41/366

Table 3 of new unrecorded archaeological sites/features associated with Lot 4 & Part Sec 103

New Unrecorded Sites
Location

Name

ShortDescr

Site Type

Site Feature

Water race Hill*

Historic fence

agriculture

Various

Collieries

Hard wood post &
wire
Coal mine –
tunnels &
processing

Slaughteryard
Hill

Twin water
races & lineal
reservoir

Water races &
lineal reservoir

Mining

Fence posts &
wire
Tunnel,
Shafts,
Processing
site remains
Water races –
enlarged
water races

Mining

The collieries/coalmining sites are largely post 1900 and are managed under the RMA Act heritage provisions
administered by CODC.
Being recorded on the Arch Site will provide an alert to CODC planning and any activity potentially affecting
these sites and should trigger an assessment of effects to address cultural and historic heritage matters.
Referenced in the Appendix 1 for Local Authority best practise in the management of post 1900 RMA Heritage
is the Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment Te Kaitiaki Taiao a Te Whare Paremata -Historic and
Cultural Heritage Management Local Authority Good Practice Guide.
The Lot 4 Water Race Hill REV I subdivision proposal, while adjacent to Revell’s Gully and Shepherd’s Creek coal
lease sites and potentially above some of the coal mine dives, has no direct physical effect or connection to
them apart from the Shepherd’s Creek water race along the bottom boundary F41/372 that is likely to have
serviced the various Collieries in and around Revell’s Gully and Shepherd’s Creek. There are records of
ventilation shafts off Slaughteryard Hill. In relation Water Race Hill no above ground surface of evidence of
ventilation shafts was observed.
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Methodology - Archaeological Survey
The Archaeological Survey of Water Race Hill was carried out using both desk-top research methods and an onsite survey of the proposed parcels for subdivision and its immediate environs and features. The desk-top
assessment involves consulting a wide range of archival sources to try to illuminate the historical development
and chronology of the history and its associated heritage values. The assessment used the following sources to
identify the origins and use of the water race:
 19th century surveyors maps;
 Land titles and land transfer surveys (LINZ);
 Aerial photographs 1949 SN533_F_39_31304 & 1974 SN3778_C_ 13 (retrolens) LINZ aerial
CC12_0310 2014 - (LINZ);
 Photographic and documentary archives (on-line archive repositories - Archives NZ, Digital NZ,
National Library of NZ, Papers Past; Ron Murray Historic Image Library Collection
 Local Bannockburn/Central Otago histories and similar publications;
o Bannockburn Heritage Landscape Study by Janet Stephenson, Heather Bauchop & Peter
Petchey;
o Heart of the Desert by James Crombie Parcell;
o The Bannockburn History Project by Paul Crump;
 NZAA ArchSite;
 Archaeological Assessment Reports;
o Archaeological assessment for Lake Dunstan Trail – Clyde to Cromwell via Bannockburn on
south side Lake Dunstan for Central Otago Queenstown Trail Network Trust 2018 by Matthew
Sole Kopuwai Consulting 2018; and
o Heritage Assessment Bannockburn Sluicing’s Historic Reserve by Peter Petchey Southern
Archaeology Ltd 2016.
o
Three archaeological field surveys and three follow up site visits have been undertaken between 2016 and
2021.
The use of spatial data (shapefiles from Landpro of various subdivision design revisions along with Rough &
Milne Landscape design) & GPS survey waypoints and tracks; NZAA site records; landform data; archaeological
features have been spatially mapped in Manifold 8 Geographic Information system.
This has allowed the Water Race Subdivision designs with geographic and existing and destroyed modified
archaeological features to be displayed and mapped for sharing across the project parties and clients.
The early mapping and sharing of spatial data have been key to informing the design needs for the subdivision
and the sensitive and informed subdivision design around the remaining historic features.
Plans, spatial data and spreadsheet tables were prepared identifying the subdivision parcels and requiring
protection measures for archaeological features within the respective parcels along with parcels with
archaeological features requiring an archaeological authority to modify and or destroy.
This has worked with reciprocity in subdivision design and archaeological assessment and heritage preservation
and management.
The spatial database has georeferenced current and early 1949 & 1974 aerials which allow visual assessment of
the project land use and it’s the wider heritage landscape change over time and visual reference to
archaeological site and features and their change and condition over time .
It facilitates a wider landscape approach to heritage preservation and management informing future land use
and sensitive lying down of new cultural layers. By way of informed sensitive design to preserve identified
significant heritage and adaptive reuse of suitable elements within informed consent for modification and or
recorded destruction where deemed appropriate or unavoidable.
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Following several subdivision design revisions through project party collaboration, with stakeholders in general
agreement, Heritage NZ (HNZ) Otago Southland Area Manger Jane McKnight and regional HNZ archaeologist
Nikole Wills were hosted on a guided site visit. This was with project archaeologist Matt Sole and trustee Doug
Jones on the 20 Jan 2021 to gain an understanding of the refined subdivision proposal and a feel for the
remaining heritage and landscape values and setting of the site and within Bannockburn and the wider
Cromwell basin.
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Physical Environment or Setting
Description of natural landscape and the context of the affected area within it. e.g. geology,
topography, climate, vegetation, streetscape, curtilage, aspect and prevailing wind
The area lies within a distinctive landscape featuring the Cairnmuirs to the east, the Old Woman Range to the
south and the Carrick Range and Mt Difficulty to the west with the Pisa Range to the north basically encircling
the site and Bannockburn.
The southern portion of Lot 4 sits on a gentle spur with Shepherd’s Creek on the southeast side and Revell’s
Gorge and Revell’s Basin incorporated and forming the northern boundary and with part sect 103 which is a
peninsular featuring Slaughteryard Hill bounded by Bannockburn Inlet to the east previously Bannockburn
Creek before inundation and likewise the Kawarau Arm to the north previously the Kawarau River and rapids.
Bannockburn Road and Town form the west boundary for both.
The underlying strata is schist formed from mudstone and sandstone by heat and tectonic forces during the
Jurassic period. Off the eastern flanks of Slaughteryard hill are some significant fossil deposits, aligned to the
origin of Bannockburns coal and shale that had there gestation with the large freshwater complex (called Lake
Manuherikia) with its margins being peat rich swaps which created the coal and shale deposits.
The vegetation is a mix of indigenous and introduced woody shrub land in the gullies of Shepherd’s and
Revell’s. The open undulating areas feature a lower stature sward mix of dryland indigenous and introduced
species.
The climate is semi arid, created by a rain shadow of the Southern Alps and the high Ranges of the Old Man
and Old Woman which results in hot dry summer and very cold harsh winters creating an environment which is
tough on plants and humans. With high sunshine hours giving rise to high evapotranspiration the soils are
predominately in moisture deficit.
Beyond the Water Race Hill subdivision, Lot 4 has the original town as its western streetscape providing clear
connection to its past as a small rural community. The new subdivision is an extension of Terrace St, a small
feeder road into Bannockburn.

Description of changes to/patterns of land use which may have affected cultural occupation
Adopted from Bannockburn Heritage Landscape Study Stephenson et al.
Tangata whenua for the area include people associated with Te Runanga o Otakou, Kati Huirapa Runaka ki
te Puketeraki, and Te Runaka o Moeraki. Of Kai Tahu, Kati Mamoe, Waitaha, and Rabuva’i descent, the iwi
still retain strong connections to the land, and this is borne out by names and stories of the area. Physical
traces (archaeological sites) in the study area and in the vicinity also tell of occupation of the area by Maori as
far back as the moa-hunter period.
Central Otago not only provided access to the pounamu sources further west, but was also a seasonal
source of resources such as moa, water fowl, and eels. Silcrete and porcellanite were quarried from Central
Otago outcrops for making tools. One of the best known moa hunter sites is in the Hawksburn Valley just east
of the study area.
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The Bannockburn area was settled by Europeans from the establishment of Kawarau Station in 1858. An
interesting characteristic of the area is that families tend to ‘stick around’—there are some families who have
been established in the area for many generations and whose descendants still live in the community,
and others with family links who have returned. The past twenty years have seen an influx of new people
into the area, particularly since the early 1990s. The community therefore reflects a range of ‘knowing’
of the landscape and its history, from those who draw from long family or personal engagement, to those
who have a particular interest in the area’s heritage and Bannockburn have made a point of researching
and collecting information, and to those who have spent a shorter time in the area (but are frequently
no less passionate about it).
As well as being a place where people live, work, and commute from, Bannockburn is increasingly
becoming a place where people visit. The presence of heritage features, and in particular the DOC
reserves, draws tourists. People also come to explore the settlement, enjoy the Bannockburn Inlet, camp
at one of the two camping grounds (the Domain and the Cairnmuir camping grounds), and visit the growing
number of wineries. Organised events such as the Bannockburn Gutbuster and the Carricktown Crusher
(mountain-bike races) have also drawn many people to the area in recent years.

Mention whether the nature of the vegetation or topography may have affected the survey,
and explain why. Also explain what impact this may have on the assessment
Seasonal spring rainfall and subsequent vegetation growth and cover had significant effects on the visibility and
legibility of remnant archaeological features especially with water race components and small sequences of
sluice channels and small tailing sequences of the study area.
As this project has covered several year’s seasonal vegetation variation has been contrasting with the earlier
site visits in 2016 and 2017 having significantly less vegetation cover with a correspondingly much higher
remnant archaeological survey discovery and interpretative value. In more recent visits, the archaeological
feature legibility has been compromised by higher and denser vegetation cover.
Within the area that will become Lot 200, the combination of natural steep gully face topography and manmade steep sheer sluice faces compounded by high thick brier and woody weed cover restricted and
complicated survey completeness,. There is likely undetected and therefore unrecorded archaeological
features within Lot 200. The survey is confined to above ground archaeological features and sites with no
below surface investigative test pitting.
While outside of the Water Race Hill subdivision the recorded Chinese occupation site and the schist retained
bench with the Revell’s Sluice basin hold clear evidence and potential for investigative archaeological
excavation and research.
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Historical Background
Locality Background (adopted from Rough & Mine Concept Design Bannockburn
Development phase 2 Draft 2020)
Bannockburn has a rich history of occupation and the associated utilisation of the land’s resources. The earliest
evidence of Maori occupation in the area dates back to the moa-hunter period. The nearby Hawksburn Valley is
one of the best known moa hunter sites. “Tangata whenua for the area include people associated with Te
Runanga o Otakou, Kati Huirapa Runaka ki te Puketeraki, and Te Runaka o Moeraki. Of Kai Tahu, Kati Mamoe,
Waitaha, and Rabuva’i descent, the iwi still retain strong connections to the land, and this is borne out by
names and stories of the area.” (Stephenson, 2004)
One story is the ancient tale of the Bouakai (extinct NZ eagle), where an injured girl named Maia was defended
from a Bouakai by her mother and brother. Local creeks in the area were named after this story and the
Bannockburn area is known as ‘Kofiua’, the name of the mother.
Europeans began settling the area from 1858 onwards with the establishment of Kawarau Station. The Otago
gold rush began in 1862 and saw a mass of gold-seekers venture into the hills in hope of riches. In Bannockburn
alluvial areas were mined first (the river flats of Bannockburn and Shepherd’s Creeks), and quartz and coal
were eventually also mined.
Mining activities have left a huge mark on the landscape with countless features still present, including sludge
channels, sluice faces, water races, evidence of previous dwellings and others. There are over 100 recorded
archaeological sites in Bannockburn, 7 within the site boundaries. However numerous other archaeological
features have been identified through the site surveys that have not been formally registered.
As mining reduced farm steading, orchards became common and for many years from the 1950’s onwards,
orchards with small and pastoral farming formed the ‘backbone’ of local life. Many historic orchards have been
replaced with vineyards.

Water Race Hill & Slaughteryard Hill
Water Race Hill and the adjoining the Slaughteryard Hill contain a significant and diverse array of recorded and
un-recorded archaeological sites and features associated with early 1860’s goldmining through to the 1930’s.
Overlapping the gold mining especially with the advent of dredging of the Kawarau and Bannockburn are the
remnants of coalmining operations, one of the untold stories of Bannockburn. Along the eastern side of the
Water Race Hill land adjoining Bannockburn Road, archaeological records show early lots supported a bakery,
historic store, hotel orchard, and stables along with a small reserve area.
The remaining features of early goldmining are: several water races, reservoirs, various sluicing’s off the true
left terraces of Shepherd’s Creek, up either side of Revell’s Gorge and its large sluiced basin opening out up to
what was and still is the main street of Bannockburn. Revell’s Gorge was named after P Revell & Co miners who
worked Doctors Flat below Domain Road and the Revell’s Gully around the 1880’s (The Bannockburn History
Project, 2021). The various claims were mined by both European and Chinese miners.
There were half a dozen coal mining operations off the eastern lower slopes of Slaughteryard Hill, the mouth of
Revell’s Gully and up Shepherd’s and Bannockburn Creeks. These involved extensive tunnelling with some
ventilation shafts under Slaughteryard Hill from what is now Bannockburn Inlet ( (John, 1976)).
Along the eastern side of the Bannockburn Nevis Road there were stables that are alleged to have been built in
1887 by James Lawrence when he shifted his bakery from Quartzville to Bannockburn (Reference appendices
Figure 36(The Bannockburn History Project, 2021) Sheet 5 showing stable Location #110; SO3935 1908 Nevis St
buildings; Image- Bannockburn view of historic store, hotel orchard, stables west end of workings (RW Murray
Slide Collection 04)).
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The Wagon and Chaff Shed further north is alleged to have been owned by James Lawrence between 1887 –
1906 (Location #520 The Bannockburn History Project; Image Bannockburn view of historic store, hotel
orchard, stables west end of workings (RW Murray Slide Collection 04)).
Across from the Bannockburn Hotel (on the southern slopes of Slaughter Yard Hill) was the hotel orchard
planted by John Richards (the proprietor of the Hotel in 1876), consisting of about 30 apple trees (variety
unknown). A photographic record of this orchard is shown in Appendix 1 figure 31 in which was taken about
1899. Image Bannockburn view of historic store, hotel orchard, stables west end of workings (RW Murray Slide
Collection 04) Appendix 1 Figure 36 (Location #390) Orchard, The Bannockburn History Project;
A cemetery was once proposed on Slaughteryard Hill’s north eastern face. It was shown on plan 'Town of
Bannockburn' dated 28 May 1878 by A.R.MacKay, District Surveyor Appendix 1 Figure 35 (Location #402 BHP).
The proposed cemetery was never used.
Off the west of the high point of Slaughteryard Hill are the remains of an early reservoir 3400sqm F41/399 that
originally featured earth and schist battered walls. The reservoir was supplied by a water race with canvas
fluming across Revell’s Gorge from Patterson & Co Dam via the Carrick Race. The realignment of the
Bannockburn Road approach as a part of the Clutha Power Project saw a portion of the NW faces of
Slaughteryard Hill carved away destroying the part s of water race F41/393 and destroying the NW end of the
reservoir. Spoil from this road works was dumped in the middle of Revell’s Basin Sluicing’s.
The means of water conveyancing across Revell’s gorge remains unclear however given the early period of
these water races and aligned workings it is likely to be via a flumed canvas pipe. Examples of this method are
recorded for the Lauderburn water race fluming across Manuherekia River constructed in Nov 1866 and a
sketch based on the descriptions of the Imperial Company flume to convey race water from Butchers Creek
across the Clutha River to Butchers Point in 1865 is shown in John McCraws book Mountain water & River Gold
2000. (Refer Appendix 1 fig 32& 33). As this was one of the earlier mining endeavors subsequent mining in
Revell’s Gorge has seen the water conveyancing material repurposed and structural evidence mined away. The
intact water races either side of the gorge F41/369 & F41/398 are the only remaining evidence. The
Slaughteryard Hill reservoir F41/399 serviced extensive sluicing off the eastern faces of Slaughteryard Hill
F41/301 and back up into Revell’s Basin.
Off the eastern face of Slaughteryard Hill is a terraced plot F41/394 with Chinese artefact scatters and
surrounded by the eroded remains of earth ditch and bank fencing. A schist stacked base remains with several
likely building platforms. The site was serviced by a water race supplied from the Slaughteryard Hill reservoir
with only faint evidence remaining. Evidence and records point to the occupants in the 1860’s – 1880’s being
Chinese gold miners and then later European coal miners in the 1890’s and early 1900’s ref BHP Dwelling
#182.This a rich and significant site and while evidence of fossicking is clear there is substantial below and
above ground archaeological material remaining.
Below this site are twin water races leading into lineal reservoirs, basically deepened and slightly widened
water races to store water for the days sluicing’s below. The sluicing’s and later coal pits have been destroyed
and extensively modified by gravel, silica quarrying, construction of the now redundant Bannockburn Waste
Treatment ponds.
Within Revell’s Gorge, below the bluffs where the gully narrows, there was a schist revetted dam built by
Joseph Berry c1875 – c1901 (BHP) for gold mining and later coalmining. Above the bluffs where the gully
narrows terraced hand stacked walls of blasted rock remain on the true right bank, being the blasted rock from
deepening the gully channel. This was to allow continued gold sluicing and sludge discharge from the extensive
sluicing above in the basin head of Revell’s Gully. Within Revell’s Basin there remains evidence of sluice
channels, some cut into bed rock and lined respectively with hand stacked tailings. There are also records of
coal prospecting shafts.
Entering into Revell’s Basin from the south are the northern remnant remains of Pennyweight Sluicings
(F41/368), which have been truncated by the earlier Terrance Road subdivision in 2000’s. The archaeologically
recorded remains of the Patterson & Co dam (F41/366) and water race that supplied Pennyweight Sluicings
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and Revell’s Basin sluicing’s (F41/398) along with an unrecorded Terrace St Dam (Location #175 BHP) and
schist hut dwelling (Location #412 BHP) were destroyed at the same time.
Below Slaughteryard Hill, the Carrick Range Antimony Company established an Antimony Smelter (Location
#352BHP) featuring a brick on stacked schist stone chimney (Location #353 BHP) with only the draft flume now
remaining (F41/794) and the site of a clamp kiln. Opened 11 July 1882 with only nine tonnes of ore processed,
the Antimony Smelter went into liquidation by March 1883 and allegedly the chimney bricks have been reused
as part of Old Cromwell Town rebuilding.
The sluiced and mined faces have exposed Paleoecology (ecology of fossil plants animals and insects) via a
stratigraphic sequence of vegetation that is recognised from macrofossil assemblages in Lower- Mid Miocene
fluvial-lacustrine sediments of the Manuherikia Group, New Zealand. This is documented in Early Miocene flora
of the Manuherikia Group, New Zealand. 10. Paleoecology and stratigraphy, Mike Pole 1993 Journal of the
Royal Society of New Zealand, 23:4, 393-426.
Water Race Hill and Revell’s Basin features post gold mining old totara hardwood fence post and wire
lined paddocks, poplar shelter belts and benched platforms indicating farmstead use and possibly a town
commonage. Now the old sluicings and gully provides community space and foot and bike access down
to Bannockburn Inlet and recreation area.
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Previous Archaeological Work
Description of previous archaeological work within affected area, including nature, extent,
results and dates of work undertaken
The area was surveyed in Feb 1982 by Neville Ritchie archaeologist for the Clutha Valley Hydro Development
project. Eight archaeological sites across Lot 4 Deposited Plan 339137 and Pt Sec 103 were recorded on New
Zealand Archaeological Site recording database. These were referenced for the 2016 – 2017 archaeological
surveys associated with the Trust’s Bannockburn parcels.
The site records are referenced in this assessment and will be updated. They have provided some information
to assess loss and degradation. This is detailed elsewhere in the assessment.

Brief discussion of other authorities granted in the project area, and the results of these
authorities
No HNZ authorities have been granted in the vicinity of the subdivision area.

State how many archaeological sites have been recorded in the NZAA Site Recording Scheme
within a specified distance from the affected area.
Refer Error! Reference source not found. which details the heritage associated and connected with Lot 4
ater Race Hill & Part Sect 103 land including 16 NZ archaeological Association recorded sites. Asterisked sites,
five are directly related to Water Race Hill Rev I subdivision and are all pre 1900 sites as defined by the HNZ.
These are sites associated with human activity that occurred before 1900 and provides or may provide,
through investigation by archaeological methods, evidence relating to the history of New Zealand.
For a map of archaeological site records on and associated with Lot 4 & Part Sec 103 refer to

Figure 5 Map of NZAA wider view recorded sites on and around Terrace St – Lot 4 DP339137 Water Race Hill &
Pt Section 103 Slaughteryard Hill – March 2020. Error! Reference source not found.

Brief description of the sites of direct relevance to the assessment. Make reference to the
Site Record Forms which will be included in Appendix 1.
F41/369* S133/809 Upper Water Race Hill Race - to Revell's Gully & Slaughteryard Hill and Lower Water Race
Hill branch supplied from Patterson & Co Reservoir serviced Pennyweights Sluicing’s Gully via branches of the
main race and went on to cross Revell’s Gorge to supply Slaughteryard Reservoir of the NW of Slaughteryard
Hill. Physical and desktop research indicates that from the upper water race off Water Race Hill, water was
conveyed across Revell’s Gorge via flumed canvas piping. Refer Appendix 1 Figure 37 F41-369 S133-809 Upper
Water race to Pennyweights, Revell’s Sluicing’s, & Slaughteryard Hill reservoir.
F41/372* S133/812 Shepherd’s Ck TL above Gorge Lot 4 bdy Water race. Refer Appendix 1 Figure 40 F41-372
S133-812 water race True Left above Shepherd’s Ck running along bottom boundary of Lot 4 Water Race Hill
with historic post & wire fence and remnant poplar trees. Off the water race are various small sluiced gulches
down into Shepherd’s Creek Gorge. There is evidence of a small reservoir supplied by the water race. The
water remnants previously went around and up into Revell’s Gorge possibly suppling a dam recorded in
(Crump, 2021) Location 356 Revell’s Gorge Dam built by Joe Berry used for sluicing in lower Revell’s Gorge.
Refer photo of Harry Burrow’s and Peter the Goat below the Revells Gorge dam recorded as the 'The Last
Bannockburn Sluicer' Appendix 1 Figure 28 Harry Burrows & Peter the goat
F41/385* S133/825 Revell's Basin Sluicing’s & water races, featuring Ground Sluicing’s/ sluicing face/water
races. Refer Appendix 1 Figure 44 F41-385 S133-825 Revell’s Basin workings & races – track. Earlier subdivision
and earth works along the south side has seen the original sluice faces of the terrace extensively modified.
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CODC waste services and storm water services have cut right cross the basin and have destroyed a section of
the central schist lined boxed sluice/sludge channel discharging out into the Revell’s Gorge.
A large spoil dump is present in Revell’s Basin which has buried some of the Revell’s sludge channel network,
allegedly from the cutting down of the western face of Slaughteryard Hill to create new access into
Bannockburn and new bridge approach to cross the raised Kawarau Arm as a result of the Lake Dunstan
impoundment from Clyde Dam.
Within the sluiced Revell’s Basin the remains of various branched and central schist lined sluice channels
remain with adjacent workings, tailings and period artefact scatters of glass bottle ware. In the basin below
Pennyweights Sluicing area is a benched area with revetted schist edging within a poplar, post and wire fencing
remnant surround. This may of have been an occupation site but as a result of council services installation it is
now dissected and disturbed with interpretation confused. The area is used for access via an informal ground
trails off Terrace Street down and out to the Bannockburn Inlet and recreation area.
F41/368* S133/808 Pennyweights Sluice Gully Sluicings/sluicing face. Refer Appendix 1 Figure 39 F41-368
S133-808 Pennyweights Gully Sluicing’s supply by F41-369 S133-809 upper water race – Water Race Hill
This sequence of ground sluicing’s has been truncated by half as a result of an earlier Terrace Road subdivision,
with only the lower half remaining. What remains has good legibility and evidence of numerous sluice face
water races remaining around above the sluice faces perimeters. Iron ware artefacts remain. Unfortunately the
routing and installing of waste and storm water has destroyed the internal network of schist lined sluice boxes
use to collect alluvial gold within the riffles of the channels within the sluicings.
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Research Results
The archaeological features identified during the several site surveys discussed above are recorded in the site
plans included in the Appendix 1 - Plans of Kopuwai Archaeological Surveys.
See in particular Appendix 1 Figure 2 which provides Spatial referenced plan of Water Race Hill subdivision Rev
I over 1974 Retrolens aerial SN with NZAA recorded site and surveyed archaeological features mapped that the
subdivision has been designed within.

Description of new and existing sites located during the site survey, including extent,
condition and any evidence of damage either recent or historic
Both Water Race Hill and Slaughteryard Hill land have been archaeologically surveyed in 2017 with existing
sites to be updated and new sites to be recorded. Water Race Hill archaeological sites and features have been
assessed for effects from the proposed subdivision on remaining archaeological features in consultation with
Doug Jones (Trustee), Walt Denley (Landpro). A spatial plan was prepared showing archaeological features;
followed by a subdivision design as informed by recorded archaeological sites and features.
Table 2 above records the archaeological sites associated within Lot 4 & Part Sec 103 and the *denotes sites
specific to Water Race Hill Subdivision. Extracted below in Table 4 are the recorded sites found on Water Race
Hill.
Table 4 of recorded archaeological sites specific to Water Race Hill extracted from Table 2

F41/369*

S133/809

F41/372*

S133/812

F41/385*

S133/825

F41/368*

S133/808

Upper Water
Race Hill Race
– with a branch
race to
Pennyweights
sluicing’s, the
upper branch
race Revell's
Gully &
Slaughteryard
Hill and branch
to Lower
Water Race Hill
to Revell’s
Gorge
sluicing’s
Shepherd’s Ck
TL above Gorge
Lot 4
Revell's Basin
Sluicing’s &
water races

Water race

Industrial

Water race

Water race

Industrial

Water race

Ground
sluicing/water
races

Mining - gold

Pennyweights
Sluice Gully

Sluice gully

Mining - gold

Sluicing’s/
sluicing
face/water
races
Sluicing’s/
sluicing face

New site records are pending for:
 New site records for (Water Race Hill) farmstead/commonage fencing ex Section 40 SO_3081
June 1915 _Sect 40 (Water Race Hill) surveyed for Ellen Taylor married to Jack Taylor miner,
carter & mail Contractor 1878 – 1937 source BHP.
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New site records for various colliery sites off Revell’s Gully and Slaughteryard Hill & Shepherd’s
Creek (potentially under Water Race Hill – no above ground surface of evidence of ventilation
shafts observed)as recorded on Bannockburn History project Appendix 1 Figure 35 Map Sheet 6
#s 185, 189, 502, 186, 187– Paul Crump & various early mining plans SO3929 Coal Lease Sect 80
John Hodson 1910, SO3939 Coal Lease Sect 85 E J McCabe & G Crabbe 1912, SO3940 Coal Lease
Sect 86 & 38 J Gordon H Russel R Robertson Ellen M Gibson 1912, SO3941 Coal Lease Sect 87
Ellen Mary Gibson 1912. Refer Appendix 1 figure 26.
New site record for Slaughteryard Hill lower twin races likely extensions off F41/812 to include
lineal reservoirs servicing sluice workings and later collieries down into Bannockburn Inlet ex
Revell’s Gully Shepherd’s Creek Bannockburn Creek.
Site record update for F41/369 upper water race to include the linked lower water race
(proposed for adaptive reuse an active path) on Water Race Hill as a branch of the upper water
from Patterson & Co reservoir F41/366.

Table 5 of new unrecorded sites associated with Lot 4 & Part Sec 103 and * sites are specific to Water Race Hill
Subdivision

New Unrecorded Sites
Location

Name

ShortDescr

Site Type

Site Feature

Water race Hill*

Historic fence

agriculture

Various

Collieries

Hard wood post &
wire
Coal mine –
tunnels &
processing

Slaughteryard
Hill

Twin water
races & lineal
reservoir

Water races &
lineal reservoir

Mining

Fence posts &
wire
Tunnel,
Shafts,
Processing
site remains
Water races –
enlarged
water races

Mining

The collieries/coalmining sites are largely post 1900 and are managed under the RMA Act heritage provisions
administered by CODC.
Being recorded on the Arch Site will provide an alert to CODC planning and any activity potentially affecting
these sites and should trigger an assessment of effects to address cultural and historic heritage matters.
The Lot 4 Water Race Hill REV I subdivision proposal while adjacent to Revell’s Gully and Shepherd’s Creek coal
lease sites and potentially above some of the coal mine dives has no direct physical effect or connection to
them apart from the Shepherd’s Creek water race along the bottom boundary F41/372 that is likely to have
serviced the various Collieries in and around Revell’s Gully and Shepherd’s Creek. There are records of
ventilation shafts off Slaughteryard Hill. In relation Water Race Hill no above ground surface of evidence of
ventilation shafts was observed.

Description of land modification
Land modification of the Water Race Hill site has been limited to some water race reuse for wild flood irrigation
when it was occasionally grazed by Doug Jones’s sheep. The more recent Terrace Road subdivision saw the
disconnection to water and destruction of the Patterson & Co Reservoir F41/366 and partial destruction of the
Upper Water Race Hill race F41/369 connecting back to Patterson & Co Reservoir.
A section of Pennyweights Sluicing’s F41/368 was destroyed with the previous Terrace Rd subdivision which
also resulted with CODC storm water and waste service being installed down the centre of the remaining
section of Pennyweights Sluicing’s. The installation of these stormwater and wastewater systems is very likely
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to have destroyed the boxed sluice channel for capturing by riffles the alluvial gold being sluiced out of the
terrace sluice faces with water via Upper Water Race Hill race F41/369 supplied from Patterson & Co Reservoir
F41/366.
All recorded sites were relocated.

State that the new sites found during the site survey have been entered into the NZAA Site
Recording Scheme and give their site numbers.
New sites as recorded above and site updates are pending.

Discuss any issues that the site survey and research may have raised; how comprehensive
was the survey, how high is the likelihood of further unrecorded sites, explanation for the
absence of sites, plus any further limitations of the data presented
Within the area that will become Lot 200, the combination of natural steep gully face topography and manmade steep sheer sluice faces restricted and complicated survey completeness, compounded by high thick
brier and woody weed cover. There is likely undetected and therefore unrecorded archaeological features
within Lot 200.
The survey is confined to above ground archaeological features and sites with no below surface investigative
test pitting.
While the visual survey is above ground, some partially exposed surface artefacts have been observed in
Revell’s Basin and in Pennyweights Sluicings. There is a reasonably low probability of intercepting below
surface archaeological scatters and features associated with the subdivision that could be disturbed and
intercepted by accidental discovery during subdivision works on the site. Given the complex and sustained use
associated with goldmining sequences; occupation; farm steading and Bannockburn commonage land use are
pre 1900’s, subdivision ground disturbing works should be monitored by an archaeologist and recorded
according to best practice. All recovered material should be appropriately recorded and analysed. A full report
on any archaeological material found should be prepared and submitted to the Heritage New Zealand within
one year of commencement].
While outside of the Water Race Hill subdivision, the recorded Chinese occupation site and the schist retained
bench with the Revell’s Sluice basin hold clear evidence and potential for investigative archaeological
excavation and research.

Discussion on the context of the project area; how does it fit in within the wider
geographical, historical, archaeological and research themes of the region, what is the
potential to contribute further information to these fields.
As the archaeological assessment informed by the earlier Clutha Power project archaeological site records with
updated archaeological survey have revealed; the Water Race Hill subdivision site contains a surprisingly intact
sequence of remnant water races servicing an associated array of alluvial mining sluicing’s largely surrounding
the subdivision. The site also features the remains of early farm steading paddock hardwood post and wire
fencing with connections to early Bannockburn Commonage grazing.
The associated Part Sec 103 and the remainder of Lot 4 DP 339137 holdings of the Trust’s are integrally
connected to the Water Race Hill features with extensions of the water race network and alluvial mining along
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with other archaeological features of significance and potential research. These being the F41/399
Slaughteryard Reservoir remains and F41/394 the Chinese occupation site and within Revell’s Basin along the
Bannockburn Road frontage are the past historic sites of Bannockburns main street store and saddlery site and
the past recreation reserve documented features of early Bannockburn town history.
Collectively as a heritage landscape with early town remnants and commonage; alluvial goldmining with
sequenced evidence from very early water storage and water race conveyancing servicing respective gold
workings involving ground and terrace sluicing’s with aligned mining occupation sites evidence, (Chinese and
European) overlaid with farm steading. Followed with Bannockburns untold stories of a rather intensive
sequence of coal mining adjacent and very probably underneath the Jones Searell Family Trust land parcels.
The proximity and relative intactness of this tapestry of overlapping historic landuse contributes significantly to
the existing history of Bannockburn that is a defining and distinguishing point of difference that the
Bannockburn community recognises and values as it is by the wider region and visitors.
Front footing the archaeological survey and landscape study to inform the subdivision survey and design has
been instrumental in securing the best fit for this new cultural layer of residential development with its
sensitive and considered integration into the remaining heritage and landscape values. A best practice multi
disciplinary collaborative approach with the results to show for it.
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Constraints and Limitations
Describe not only the nature of the limitations but also how they may impact on the
effectiveness of the assessment.
Seasonal spring rainfall and subsequent vegetation growth and cover had significant effects on the visibility and
legibility of remnant archaeological features especially with water race components and small sequences of
sluice channels and small tailing sequences of the study area.
As this project has covered several year’s seasonal vegetation variation has been contrasting with the earlier
site visits in 2016 and 2017 having significantly less vegetation cover with a correspondingly much higher
remnant archaeological survey discovery and interpretative value.
In more recent visits, higher and denser vegetation have compromised archaeological feature legibility.
Within the area that will become Lot 200, the combination of natural steep gully face topography and manmade steep sheer sluice faces compounded by high thick brier and woody weed cover restricted and
complicated survey completeness. There is likely undetected and therefore unrecorded archaeological
features within Lot 200.
The survey confined to above ground archaeological features and sites with no below surface investigative test
pitting.
Outside the Water Race Hill subdivision, the recorded Chinese occupation site and the schist retained bench
within the Revell’s Sluice basin hold clear evidence and potential for investigative archaeological excavation
and research.

Constraints/limitations relating to methodology could include the implications of not having
undertaken/completed a site survey, or any pertinent limitations with the
sources/techniques utilised (including test-pitting).
While as noted above there were physical constraints with the completeness of the archaeological survey
concerning the steep gullies, the actual footprint for the subdivision residential lots and the roading and
driveways is complete. Any physical track earth works associated with Lot 200 (noting that none are proposed)
would require further archaeological survey to confirm the absence of archaeological fabric that could be
modified and or destroyed accidently.
The desktop work has not involved sequential detailed title and historic land ownership. Current research is
pepper potted to specific parcels and references.

Constraints/limitations relating lack of information provided to the archaeologist by the
client (e.g. developments plans not finalised therefore survey undertaken based on draft
plans only; mining areas known but not the location of associated works such as road
construction)
The the Trust’s and associated project parties have provided the appropriate material to both survey and
compile an appropriate assessment. Outstanding is the management of subdivision spoil/waste from roading,
and the respective services. Aligned is the need for a management plan to support the archaeological
authority in terms of marking remaining archaeological features to avoid subdivision construction damage.
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Constraints/limitations relating to previous archaeological work undertaken could examine
any limitations of past surveys or excavations.
Earlier survey and site recording appeared incomplete in terms of the two water races traversing Water Race
Hill and had not resolved the water supply to Slaughteryard Hill reservoir. There also appears sparse records for
the colleries and coal measure sites but perhaps this can be explained by them mainly being a post 1900’s
activity.

Disclaimer on Maori cultural values (i.e. an acknowledgement of Maori cultural values if
present, but not an assessment of these values as this is the responsibility of the appropriate
iwi group to provide). Include whether the iwi was involved in the survey or assessment if
appropriate
While Tangata Whenua traversed and occupied sites in the Bannockburn and Hawksburn, no recorded sites are
present on the two land parcels (the absence of recorded sites doesn’t mean that Tangata Whenua
archaeological evidence is absent) and historic research associated with this project has not come across any
specific Tangata Whenua references, apart from those referenced in the Bannockburn Heritage Landscape
Study. The project area is near the Kawarau Statutory Acknowledgement area recognised as an early trail
route. Below are relevant references from the Ngāi Tahu Atlas web site.
“The Kawarau River was a traditional travel route that provided direct access between Whakatipu
Waimāori (Lake Wakatipu) and Mata-au (the Clutha River). A natural rock bridge known as Pōtikiwhata-rumaki-nao once existed on the Kawarau, allowing people to cross the river. During the 1879
Smith Nairn Royal Commission of Inquiry into the Ngāi Tahu land claims, Ngāi Tahu kaumātua
recorded Kawarau as a kāinga mahinga kai (food-gathering place) where weka, kākāpō, kea, and tuna
(eel) were gathered.” (The Ngāi Tahu Cultural Mapping Project, 2021)
"In 1856 I was often brought in contact with the Māoris, who lived in a village on the banks of the
Waitaki River. One among them was a fair English scholar. He told me that a mighty lake called
Whakatipu existed near the Greenstone River, the Māoris using the ravine of that stream as part of
their ancient track to the West Coast. To establish the locality of the Whakatipu lake, he further stated
that its overflow was called Kawarau River. Where a natural rocky bridge existed, as at present, near
Te Wai-o-Korokio (Roaring Meg) where, after floating their ‘mokis’ down from the lake, they drew
them inshore, and carried them past this natural bridge, then relaunched them. The way he
pronounced the word Whakatipu was ‘Fakatipu,’ thus making the letters ‘wh’ sound as our ‘f.’" (The
Ngāi Tahu Cultural Mapping Project, 2021)
“Te Pōhutu is the Māori name for the Carrick Range in Central Otago. During the 1879 Smith-Nairn
Royal Commission of Inquiry into the Ngāi Tahu land claims, Ngāi Tahu kaumātua recorded Te Pōhutu
as a kāinga mahinga kai (food-gathering place) where weka were gathered.” (The Ngāi Tahu Cultural
Mapping Project, 2021)
Disclaimer on Maori cultural values.
While no specific evidence Maori cultural values presence has been recorded or noted, the site is extensive and
well modified. There may have been values present in the past but this is not an assessment of those values as
this is the responsibility of the appropriate iwi group to provide.
To the report writer’s knowledge no current consultation with Ngā Tahu has taken place. A copy of this
assessment will be provided to Aukaha for their assessment.
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Archaeological Assessment
Survey & Assessment progression
Plans, spatial data and spreadsheet tables were prepared identifying the subdivision parcels requiring
protection measures for archaeological features within the respective parcels along with parcels with
archaeological features requiring an archaeological authority to modify and or destroy. These were supported
by the 8 April 2019 memo detailing the requirements and treatments to preserve significant archaeological
sites and features to be incorporated into the subdivision which was attached to the 8 April 2019 CODC
Application for Subdivision Consent.
During the site visit Rev E was under review (Note the Lot numbers reference are now revised to reconcile with
Rev I subdivision plan), we walked by way of a circuit outwardly from Lot 35 (Rev I) following the lower water
race a branch of the upper water race (F41/369) of Water Race Hill which services gulch sluicing’s on the true
right of Revell’s Gully below Lot 26 in Lot 200. The lower water race then merges parallel below the upper
water race (F41/369) above Lot 29 (Rev I). The upper water race servicing via either an impressive wooden
aqueduct or pipe syphon or most probable a high canvas piped flume across Revell’s Gorge to the
Slaughteryard Hill reservoir (F41/399) via water race (F41/398). The reservoir serviced the sluicing’s (F41/403)
below in the adjoining eastern neighbour’s (Lot 2 Deposited Plan 304454). Running along above Shepherd’s
Creek on the true left (below Lots 35-26 Rev I) is a water race (F41/372) that serviced gold mining sluicing’s and
later coal mining off into Shepherd’s Creek and out to the junction with Revell’s Gully and Bannockburn Inlet.
These water races were supplied from the Carrick Race from a reservoir F41/366 known as Patterson & Co Dam
(destroyed) as marked on Ridlands 1890 map and SO14103 Plan of Town of Bannockburn June 1910 Refer
Appendix 1 Figures 34 & 23 .
After viewing Revell’s Gorge beyond the old hardwood totara post fence line of what was previously the
boundary Section 40 (Appendix 1 Refer figure 25 SO3081 1915) we followed the fence line down and
across to the truncated remnants of Pennyweights Gully (at Lots 12 – 9 Rev I) and then back to Terrace
Road noting the remnants of shallow water race branches off the upper water race (F41/369)with
turnouts to sluice Pennyweights workings.
A report was produced and circulated for discussion 18 03 2020 and has been now been incorporated into this
archaeological assessment. Further work about resolving RFI issues has resulted in additional dialogue and
discussion with Landpro over design methodology for roading, driveway and adaptive reuse treatments for the
lower of the twin water races.
Refer Appendix 1 Figures 14,Landpro draft REV I preliminary Servicing layout for proposed subdivision of Lot 4
DP339137 Terrace St Bannockburn 26 02 2021.
These have been accepted by the archaeologist pending a management plan for on the ground subdivision
construction management to avoid accidental damage to archaeological sites and features designed for
integration into the subdivision.
A key revision was to sacrifice the higher of the two main races within the footprint of the residential
component of the subdivision and adaptively repurpose (as already proposed) all of the lower water into a
schist metalled narrow foot path within the remnant water race structure, with appropriate residential drive
crossing treatments which allow combined residential driveway use and allow active access and egress along
the pedestrian footpath on the adapted downslope water race berm.
With REV I the upper water race was being subjected to several combined roadway, and residential crossings
losing meaningful legibility and therefore functional interpretation as a water race. It was determined to
sacrifice most of the upper race except for remnants remaining within Lot 200 leading to the flume pipe
abutment for crossing Revell’s Gorge and place the emphasis on the lower race and adaptively repurpose it as
a metal footpath to meaningfully preserve and maintain it as a key part of the wider heritage landscape and
gold mining fabric component.
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The loss of the other identified minor water components servicing various other minor sluicing’s was
acknowledged as was the protecting of the respective Pennyweight Sluice faces and others around the wider
perimeter that the subdivision was designed around to preserve.
The partial removal of a section of the early farmstead fencing was accepted subject to storing and reusing the
old fence posts and material on maintaining the fence lines being retained especially along the Shepherd’s
Creek Lot 4 boundary. In practice, if any fence posts are not reused immediately and need to be retained, the
fence posts could be stockpiled within Lot 200, and could be utilised by a local volunteer group (such as the
Otago Goldfields Heritage Trust) if the posts along the Shepherd’s Creek Lot 4 boundary need to be replaced.

Archaeological Values
Assessment for Water Race Hill
The criteria for assessing archaeological value is condition, rarity/uniqueness, contextual value, information
potential, amenity value and cultural associations)
Site
Water Race Hill
subdivision within
Lot 4 off Terrace
Road bounded by
Shepherd’s Creek
on the South east
and Revell’s
Gorge to North

Value

Assessment

Condition

The Water Race Hill subdivision site is surprisingly intact apart
from the partial damage to Pennyweights Sluice Gully from
CODC services and the earlier Terrace road subdivision.
Depending on spring vegetation growth the remaining features
of sluicing’s, tailings, sludge channels, water races and
farmstead/commonage fencing are all largely visible and
legible for interpretation

Rarity/
Uniqueness

Apart from the old flume site and early hardwood post and
wire fence all the other features are locally, regionally and
nationally common. A flume system of this scale is uncommon.
The rarity and significance is with the heritage landscape of
combined and associated sequencing of gold mining, antimony
processing, farm steading/ Bannockburn commonage,
contribution to early Bannockburn town scape by way of store
and stables; Chinese occupation and later coalmining.

Contextual Value

Has very high contextual value in its array and association with
gold mining, antimony processing; early town settlement,
Chinese, farm steading/Bannockburn commonage and
coalmining.

Information Potential

The subdivision with sensitive and considered design is
preserving local heritage for appreciation and education of our
past for future generations. The Chinese occupation site while
out of the Water Race Hill subdivision has high potential for
research investigation with such high and varied presence of
surface artefacts and structural evidence.

Amenity Value

The subdivision with sensitive and considered design is
preserving local heritage for appreciation and education of our
past for future generations

Cultural Associations

While no specific evidence links the site to Tangata whenua
there are various cultural associations via the Kawarau,
Hawksburn and the Nevis. There is a high sense of identity for
the Bannockburn community with its association and high level
of preservation for its past gold mining and pastoral farming.
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Site

Value

Assessment
The place is held in high regard for its combined landscape and
heritage values making a defining point of difference. While
outside of the subdivision site the Chinese occupation site will
have Chinese cultural association. The place is held in high
public esteem for it collective values with Bannockburn
distinctive heritage landscapes a key distinguishing and
defining attribute.

Criteria for inclusion
on NZ Heritage List

A, C, E, F, I, K
The collective components of this heritage landscape reflects
representative aspects of NZ history; Has the potential to
provide knowledge of NZ history; the public and community
have esteem for the place with potential for public education
and has features from early settlement and industry. The place
forms and contributes to a wider historic and cultural area.

Describe the assessment of each archaeological value for each site to be affected (i.e. give
an explanation for the value descriptions given drawing on evidence discussed previously
in this report, and placing it within the context of current archaeological knowledge.
As noted the majority of remaining archaeological values are being preserved by sensitive and considered
design of the subdivision as represented by subdivision plan REV I.
Below is a description and explanation on archaeological features identified for modification and destruction.

Assessment for selected water race destruction & adaptive reuse

Site

Value

Assessment

Branch water
races and upper
water race hill
race (destroy) &
(adaptive reuse)
of lower water
race hill race and
the section of
Shepherd’s
Creek water race
along the Lot 4
boundary.

Condition

All water races – larger main and small shallow branch
distribution race have a good level of intactness and
completeness.

Rarity/
Uniqueness

Water races are a common site type in this area/environment
and apart from the linkage to the flume pipe crossing and
some sections of schist revetment they have little structural
contribution.

Contextual Value

The water races have contextual value as an element of early
water conveyancing especially in the wider heritage system
and landscape connectivity.

Information
Potential

There is little potential for information to be recovered by
archaeological means. Cross section profiles could be taken but
more recent irrigation use may confuse interpretation.

Amenity Value

Negligible for the smaller shallow distribution water race
without interpretive materials and with the residential
subdivision interpretation will be needed for the adaptively
repurposed main water race and the associated heritage.

Cultural
Associations

Early European.
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Of the two main water races NZAA site F41/369 originally both were to be retained for the most part however
further subdivision revisions and more detailed roading, driveway and subdivision services design has revealed
the upper water race would be highly dissected by a cumulative combination of roadway crossings, carparking;
driveway and residential parcel dissections. On this basis it has been accepted that little meaningful
contribution would be achieved by retaining remnant fragments. So the upper water race marked on the plans
as red - will be proposed for destruction. Ideally it would have been preferable to have preserved this
upper race out of the two branches because of its likely earlier provenance and connection via a flumed pipe to
supply the Slaughteryard Reservoir F41/399 and service the NE Slaughteryard Hill gold workings and later
coalmining and the Slaughteryard Hill Chinese occupation site.
The linked lower branch off NZAA site F41/369 will be preserved along the upslope berm and invert, with the
downslope bund flattened and surfaced for use as a subdivision pedestrian path with five shared
roadway/driveway crossing treatments as specified in Landpro Rev I Appendix 1 Figure 12 Landpro Rev I
driveway impacts plan on lower twin water race and Figures 15 & 16. And Appendix 1 Figure 3 Rev I over SN
1974 – Water Race Hill – Water races – preserve - adapt – destroy.
It has been quite a design challenge given the needs of heritage obligations, subdivision roading, services, and
driveways combined with CODC subdivision design requirements and steepness and topography of the
subdivision site. The Landpro Surveyor needs to be acknowledged for his commitment and dedication in
traversing the combined needs of respective parties in the subdivision. The design for the lower water is a good
win-win all around with the heritage water race being sensitively retained with a portion being repurposed as a
pedestrian path.
A proportion of the small shallow branch distribution water races servicing the Pennyweights Slicing’s are being
recommended for destruction where they encroached into residential subdivision parcels. They have low
legibility and their earth construction with weathering provides little physical presence for meaning
preservation among the proposed residential properties.
The integrity of some of the south east faces of the subdivision into Shepherd’s Creek has also been
compromised with more recent repurposing for wild flood irrigation.
The water races proposed for disturbance and destruction are marked on the plans in red -
The lower water race (F41/372) along the bottom of the subdivision boundary along the true left of Shepherd’s
Creek servicing sluicing’s along the creek and around to Revell’s Gully is proposed for adaptive reuse as an
informal bare ground walking trail in the old race formation within Lot 200 the 3.59 ha public recreational
reserve. It is proposed for an archaeological authority to adaptively reuse the Shepherd’s Creek water race as
an informal walking trail within Lot 200. No modification would be required to demarcate the trail, other than
some pegging/trail marking, and some bramble vegetation clearance. The exact route that the trail will take is
yet to be determined, in lieu of an additional site visit to identify a logical and achievable route. This bare
ground walking trail will form part of loop around the Water Race Hill subdivision, and will enhancing
engagement and appreciation of the heritage and landscape values.

Assessment for partial hardwood post and fence line

Site

Value

Assessment

Partial removal of
hardwood post

Condition

Fair – most hardwood post remain, various sections of wire
down and broken on the Revell’s Gully boundary. The
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Site

Value

and wire fence
line

Assessment
Shepherd’s Creek boundary is being retained within Lot 200
and reclaimed fencing material from the Revell’s Gully
boundary will be used to upgrade and maintain the fence lines
identified for preservation.

Rarity/
Uniqueness

These elements especially associated with early town
commonage land are very rare due to age, urban sprawl and
replacement with modern fencing

Contextual Value

Has very high contextual value in its association with gold
mining, early town settlement, Chinese, farm
steading/Bannockburn commonage and coalmining.

Information Potential

Incorporating the historic fence line into some of the
subdivision boundaries with considered design is preserving
local heritage for appreciation and education of our past for
future generations.

Amenity Value

It provides a functional boundary with clear connection to past
historic use of the land.

Cultural Associations

There is a high sense of identity for Bannockburn with its
association and high level of preservation for it past gold
mining and pastoral farming. The place is held in high regard
for its combined landscape and heritage values making a
defining point of difference.

The hardwood post and wire fences appear associated with what was previously Sect 40 (Water Race Hill)
surveyed for Ellen Taylor in June 1915, married to Jack Taylor local miner, carter & mail contractor, now
incorporated in to Lot 4. These hardwood fences in this timber sparse region replaced the earlier fencing
method of intensive and time consuming construction of earth ditch and bank systems of fencing. Hardwood
totara was the old local source of timber and the likely reason for its sparse and isolated presence now.
The fence is representative of early fencing and is now rare especially is this setting. With the subdivision
design it can be preserved for the majority of the old boundary of sect 40 with reclaimed material from the
fence section identified for removal due to incompatibility with the residence parcels and loss of meaningful
contribution to the sites heritage landscape. The sections of fence line for removal and reuse of posts with
residual capacity are marked XXXX and the fence line for protection and preservation are marked XXXX along
the Shepherd’s Creek and partway up the Revels Gorge boundary. Refer Appendix 1 Figure 6 Rev I over SN 1974
– Water Race Hill – Historic fences – retain – remove & reuse.

HNZ site visit
Heritage NZ (HNZ) Otago Southland Area Manger Jane McKnight and regional HNZ archaeologist Nikole Wills at
their request have had a guided site visit with project archaeologist Matt Sole and trustee Doug Jones on the
20 Jan 2021 to gain an understanding of the refined subdivision proposal and a feel for the remaining heritage
and landscape values and setting of the site within Bannockburn and the wider Cromwell basin.
Quoting Nikole Wills, E-mail Thursday, 4 February 2021 10:16 am; To: Matthew Sole; Subject: Bannockburn
subdivision site visit. “Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga was happy to see that many of the archaeological
features and the archaeological landscape will be protected through the design of the subdivision. We are
pleased to see that many of the tailings and water race sections are to be protected in situ. The approach taken
in managing archaeology in this subdivision from the design stage is greatly appreciated and will ultimately
result in the preservation of much of an important mining landscape for generations to come.”
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Heritage Impact Assessment
Description of proposed works including size of area affected, nature of and reason for works and depth of
excavations
There are over 100 recorded archaeological sites in Bannockburn, and the applicant has employed local
archaeologist Matthew Sole, Kopuwai Consulting Limited to undertake a historic feature inventory of all the
historic elements that are present on the site and compile an archaeological assessment of effects of the
subdivision proposal to inform both an HNZ archaeological authority application and Resource Consent on
conditions for managing the subdivision effects by avoiding, minimising and mitigation where damage or
destruction of pre and post 1900 archaeological features and sites is unable to be avoided.
Seven recorded archaeological sites were identified over Lot 4 and Part Sec 103 with five associated with the
Water Race Hill subdivision Resource Consent as documented in Table 2 of recorded archaeological sites
associated with Lot 4 & Part Sec 103, with * sites specific to Water Race Hill Subdivision. The applicant wishes
to retain links to the past, by protecting key archaeological features and landforms and either sympathetically
incorporate them into the development as proposed or to avoid disturbance by setting certain Lots away from
these identified areas within the Water Race Hill subdivision.
These elements have heavily influenced the design of the subdivision, with many of the historic features being
retained and featured by the subdivision design shows the identified historic features concerning the proposed
subdivision. The applicant intends to use these historic elements to feature the history of the site and give a
distinct character to the proposed subdivision that will enhance and showcase the rich history present with
Bannockburn.
Operative CODC District Plan consideration
The Operative CODC District Plan (“District Plan”) recognises that the district has a wealth of heritage items and
precincts that are an important part of the area’s amenity and character. Activities that affect properties within
heritage precincts or heritage items are evaluated against the rules outlined in Section 11, heritage precincts,
and Section 14, heritage buildings, places, sites, objects and trees.
The District Plan register includes heritage buildings, places, sites, objects and trees that are recognised as
being significant to the heritage of the district, and their inclusion on Schedule 19.4 affords them protection
while encouraging their continued use, adaptive reuse, and development. The rules relating to these heritage
items are outlined in Section 14 of the District Plan. The register includes all Heritage New Zealand Category 1
and Category 2 listed sites, which have been evaluated according to criteria outlined in the Heritage New
Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act (2014).
The District Plan makes some efforts to identify historical sites, but the list in the plan is not exhaustive.
Listed in CODC Schedule 19 Part A, Heritage Buildings, Place, sites and objects within Bannockburn Township
are:•
#26 Map 7&44 - Bannockburn Sluice Workings Part Section 166 Block I Cromwell SD 5612 II
•
#28 Map 7 - Bannockburn Presbyterian Church, Hall Road, Bannockburn Sections 8-10 Block V
Town of Bannockburn 2385 II
•
#28A Map 7 - Ray Cottage, Domain Road, Bannockburn Section 46, Block I, Bannockburn Survey
District 7594 II
•
#29 Map 8 - Post Office, Bannockburn Section 79 Block I Cromwell SD
•
#30 Map 8 - Store, Bannockburn Part Sections 1 & 2 Block III Town of Bannockburn
•
#31 Map 8A - Bridge Tower and Abutments, Bannockburn Legal Road
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Lot 4 is identified on CODP Map 8 as being entirely located within the Residential Resource Area 4 (ReRA4).
Under the District Plan Chapter 16.4.7 - Policy - Subdivision Design requires that the design of subdivision,
where relevant to the intended use, provides for the following matters:
(g)
Facilitates retention of the heritage values of a site or area.
Heritage features and values
Outlined below are the heritage features and values across the Trust’s parcels Lot 4 DP339137 and Part Sec 103
and neighbouring land where heritage features on the Trust’s parcels are related and connected as heritage
systems. This assessment of surveyed heritage pre and post 1900 assesses the impacts of the Water Race Hill
subdivision on the remaining heritage features and values and provides an assessment of effects with
recommendations to inform the Resource Consent and archaeological authority.
Some of the historic elements on the Water Race Hill site include:
• Water races;
• Sluice faces; Sluice gulches
• Sludge Channels;
• Tailings – stacked & revetted
• Old hardwood post and wire fence lines - Ex Farm steading/commonage grazing.
• Coal pits prospects & underground measures
• Old flume site – Revell’s Gully
• Artefacts insitu and scatters
Beyond the Water Race Hill subdivision on the wider Lot 4 and Part Sec 103 include the above plus
• Dams/reservoirs
• Locations of past historic store & stables
• Ex public reserve
• Bannockburn Commonage
• Chinese occupation site
The features are of mining, farm steading and Bannockburn commonage and early town service origins. Past
early survey plans record sites of past recreation reserve 1924 (SO35) Ex Stables SO3935 1908.
Informed by previous archaeological site records and the initial archaeological survey, front footing the
preservation of identified above ground remnant archaeological features involving various gold working
sequences; sluice gulches; stacked tailings, sluice channels; main supply water races and branch distribution
races; dams; likely farmstead fencing and stabling the subdivision design has worked to avoid and preserve all
of the gold working sequences; sluice gulches; stacked tailings, sluice channels; along with preserving some of
the old hardwood post and wire fencing and retaining most of two of the three main races, with the upper of
the twin water races being proposed for destruction to accommodate subdivision roading and residential lots.
Key heritage features affected by the proposal
The key heritage features potentially affected by the proposed Water Race Hill subdivision are:
 heritage water races
 historic fences, and
 heritage landscape character.
Each of these features are discussed in the following sections.
Heritage Water Races
Refer to Appendix 1 figure 3 for details of water races proposed to be retained, removed or repurposed.
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A key revision was to sacrifice the higher of the two twin races F41/369 within the footprint of the residential
component of the subdivision and adaptively repurpose (as already proposed) all of the lower water race into a
schist metalled narrow foot path within the remnant water race structure, with appropriate residential drive
crossing treatments which allow combined residential driveway use and allow active access and egress along
the pedestrian footpath on the adapted downslope water race berm.
With REV I the upper water race was being subjected to several combined roadway, and residential crossings
losing meaningful legibility and therefore functional interpretation as a water race. It was determined to
sacrifice most of the upper race except for remnants remaining within Lot 200 leading to the flume pipe
abutment for crossing Revell’s Gorge and place the emphasis on the lower race and adaptively repurpose it as
a metal footpath to meaningfully preserve and maintain it as a key part of the wider heritage landscape and
gold mining fabric component.
The loss of the other identified minor water components servicing various other minor sluicing’s was
acknowledged, as was the protecting of the respective Pennyweight Sluice faces and others around the wider
perimeter that the subdivision was designed around to preserve. The new road reserve includes sections of
twin historic water races; the upper race F41/369 will be largely destroyed with the lower race a branch of
F41/369 will be preserved by adaptive reuse as an active path with respective treatments for roadway and
driveway crossings to integrate this new cultural layer of residential development, while enhancing and
celebrating the historic features of this unique site.
Apart from the destruction of the bulk of the upper race F41/369 the majority of the water race proposed for
destruction are minor shallow earth bunded invert water races that have low visual appearance, with low
structural presence and therefore little meaningful contribution to the wider historic mining system and its
interpretation.
Of a total distance of 1681 m of water race:
 602 m (37%) is proposed for destruction
 1079 m (64%) proposed for retention and preservation.
 322 m 19% of 1681 m is proposed for adaptive reuse.
Specific effects for affected water races are detailed in Appendix 1 Table 1 of subdivision effects (Rev I) on
archaeological features by parcel with archaeological recommendations.
Heritage Fences
Refer to Appendix 1 Figure 6 for details of fences within the subdivision that are proposed to be removed or
retained.
The heritage sections of fence line identified and assessed for removal have been damaged with old tree
windfall, lack of maintenance due to retirement form stocking and indiscriminate public access cutting through
sections of fence line. Coincidently these more degraded sections are sited between and through proposed
parcel lot design. As such they have little residual capacity to contribute as meaningful lot boundary fences.
Any posts with salvageable life are being recommended for ongoing repair and maintenance for the heritage
fence line identified for retention along the Lot 4 Shepherd’s Creek boundary. In practice, if any fence posts
are not reused immediately and need to be retained, the fence posts could be stockpiled within Lot 200, and
could be utilised by a local volunteer group (such as the Goldfields Heritage Trust) if the posts along the
Shepherd’s Creek Lot 4 boundary need to be replaced.
The partial removal of a section of the early farmstead fencing boarding Lots 12, 11, 13, 20, 21, 24, 25 and
through Lot 35 was accepted subject to storing and reusing the salvageable old fence posts and material on
maintaining the fence lines being retained especially along the Shepherd’s Creek Lot 4 boundary in parcel 200.
Of the total length of remaining fencing of 853 m:
 320 m (37.5%) will be removed and post salvaged where possible; and
 533 m of fenceline (62.5%) will be retained.
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Specific effects for affected fences are detailed in Appendix 1 Table 1 of subdivision effects (Rev I) on
archaeological features by parcel with archaeological recommendations.
Summary of proposed effects on archaeological features within each new lot to be created by the
subdivision including archaeological comment and recommendations
Refer to Appendix 1 Table 1 of proposed effects on archaeological features within each new lot to be created
by the subdivision including archaeological comment and recommendations
Heritage Landscape
Criteria for evaluation effects on heritage landscape.
Refer to the Appendix 1 – Section - Criteria for evaluating effects on a heritage landscape.
Heritage Landscape Character values
Using the heritage landscape assessment of effects criteria applied over the Lot 4 encompassing the heritage
features linked and associated with and into adjacent land parcels this area ranks medium for heritage
Landscape Character under Error! Reference source not found..
The site qualifies as being an undesignated historic landscape that would justify special historic landscape
designation, a landscapes of regional value; with averagely well-preserved historic landscapes with reasonable
coherence, time-depth, and rich and diverse array of historic industries. The heritage landscape has high
context to the main street, nearby heritage landscapes, and sits among prominent landforms of Slaughteryard
Hill and the Terrace Road Spur between Shepherd’s and Revell’s Gorges.
The setting from a wide view is experienced and appreciated by locals and the wider community and while
some disturbance and modification has occurred in portions, the whole is an appreciated asset.
Magnitude of impact on the Heritage Landscape
The water race hill subdivision proposal will have moderate effect on the heritage landscape through its visual
intrusion on what is at present an open and legible landscape with the past endeavours, particularly of alluvial
goldmining and farm steading clear and present on the current landscape.
Coalmining and Antimony mining and past commercial main street activity are obscure and negligible without
guidance and interpretation. The spatial patterns and features of water races, reservoirs, sluicing’s, tailings and
sludge channels can be seen in visual context as whole complex and industrial system. These features are
largely intact and untouched since the miners departed.
Using Appendix 1 Error! Reference source not found. in the Assessment of Magnitude of Change the Heritage
andscape the site sits between Minor to Moderate magnitude of impact.
While the number of physical elements changed are few and moderate in scale of physical impact, the visual
change and intrusion of the residential subdivision is noticeable to many aspects of the of the heritage
landscape resulting in moderate changes to the historic landscape character.
Effects on heritage landscape character
In summary, using Appendix 1 Table 2 Evaluating Historic Landscape Character Units, the heritage landscape is
assessed with medium value and using Appendix 1 Table 3 Magnitude of Impact, magnitude of impact was
assessed as minor to moderate. Applying the effects matrix at Appendix 1 Table 4, the overall effect of the
proposed subdivision on heritage features is assessed as being slight to moderate impact.
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Assess the potential effects of the proposed work on the archaeological site/s, including
effects on the physical remains of the site/s as well as the effects on the relevant
archaeological values discussed in the previous chapter.
Loss of legibility and need for interpretation panels
The assessment of significance in archaeological terms has been described above under archaeological values
section. The assessment of effects in RMA heritage in terms of magnitude of effects is challenging when a new
multi-dimensional layer/s in terms of residential subdivision are introduced in into the heritage landscape.
Because while as individual historic features and heritage system components can be retained and protected
their legibility, context and interpretation becomes diluted and confused.
The apportioning of effect from the subdivision proposal is problematic. This is because while in percentage
terms the destruction and loss can appear medium to low in terms of physical amount of the component
element affected; the interpretation and appreciation of the wider heritage system and its contribution
becomes more challenging across a heritage landscape and heritage system when such large new physically
and visually disruptive new element is introduced. The compounding and unrecorded aggregate of minor
effects is cumulative.
So while the losses to heritage water race components are deemed low in physical lineal terms and in
archaeological contribution, what remains now needs meaningful interpretation to explain the dislocated
remains and their function.
The heritage fencing affects physically are similar, being deemed low, however they also now need meaningful
interpretation and on-going preservation.
For mitigation from the loss to elements of the water races and fencing, good interpretation will be essential to
meaningfully interpret what is being retained and preserved. Good understanding will engender appreciation
and stewardship going forward and enhance the recreational trail experience.
Below surface features/fabric and above ground remnants - need for archaeological authority
It is likely given its sequences of gold mining, farm steading and Bannockburn commonage use, that the Water
Race Hill land will have subsurface features such as artefact scatters and possible foundation remnants from
miner camps/huts, and or stabling structures, remaining in-situ. These may be intercepted and or disturbed
during subdivision earth works development, roading and services installation, along with subsequent
residential development for the new dwellings and or with trenching and excavation associated with telecoms,
water, power and waste services.
Given the complex sequences of mining use, farmsteading and Bannockburn commonage use and later
twentieth century property clearance below surface features may have been damaged and or disturbed. This is
certainly the case with the likely destruction lined sluiced box channelling system down through the remaining
section of Pennyweights by the installation of stormwater and waste services by CODC without any assessment
or archaeological authority. With the new subdivision waste and stormwater services connecting into the CODC
services in Pennyweights, this trenching should be monitored for possible remnant sluice box channelling and
accidental discovery.
It is the combination of above ground remnants that need to be adaptively reused and or modified and or
destroyed plus the below surface earth works which trigger and require an archaeological authority application
with supporting assessment to inform and guide recommendations for the archaeological authority for earth
works monitoring and possible investigation (if archaeological feature/s and or artefacts are disturbed).
Refer to Table 1 in Appendix 1 for a table of effects on archaeological features within each new lot to be
created by the subdivision including archaeological comment and recommendations.
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Heritage Landscape
As discussed it is the sum of all the heritage elements and their associations, connectively into industrial and
commercial heritage systems that combine to make this a locally appreciated and valued heritage landscape.
In summary using Table 4 Significance of Effects Matrix in Appendix 1 we have a heritage landscape assessed
with medium value and with magnitude of impact assessed as minor to moderate with matrix effect of a slight
to moderate impact.
Discussion
As indicated earlier all these minor effects continue to accumulate. They are not documented or reassessed for
their compounding effects. We have currently no complete or up to date heritage inventory nor is there any
existing heritage register with a significance or priority ranking to inform decision making. Currently the Otago
Goldfields Trust Heritage Review on current results is locating four new previously unrecorded sites to every
existing current recorded site.
The reductionist approach, apportioning of effect from the subdivision proposal to just individual elements is
problematic. This is because while in percentage terms the destruction and loss can appear medium to small in
terms of physical amount of the component element affected; in terms of contribution to interpretation and
appreciation across the wider heritage system, it can be more detrimental across a heritage landscape and
heritage system especially when such new large, physically and visually disruptive element is introduced into it.
Management plan
A management plan will be prepared for the subdivision construction phase so that all this considered design
and planning for the heritage and landscape values are not lost by construction earthworks, roading, and
subdivision services installation.
This will involve contractor archaeological briefings; archaeological feature marking and physical barrier
fencing; along with archaeological site monitoring and investigation for accidental discovery.
This will support the archaeological authority and inform the archaeological authority consent conditions.

Consider whether the likelihood for future damage to the site/s will increase/ decrease due
to the proposed work.
There has been a high level of design and significant investment in identifying remaining heritage values and
incorporating them into the Water Race Hill subdivision and respecting the wider Trust’s property potential.
These heritage values with the significant landscape attributes have been considered and sensitively designed
into the subdivision. Setting this up as a very desirable and sought after place to live work and play.
To protect and capitalise the identified heritage valves for preservation and integration in to the subdivision a
heritage management plan must be integrated into the subdivision construction and residential development
phases so the values come through the construction phase and remain to distinguish this subdivision and are
not accidentally or inadvertently damaged or destroyed.

State if there are any other options available to the client. This may involve consideration
made as to alternate proposals, amendments to designs to avoid/minimise impact on site/s.
Have these been discussed with the relevant parties? Can any sites or features be avoided?
If not explain why
This project is an example of best practise for identifying heritage and landscape values initially and then with
informed considered design between Landpro survey and subdivision planning; Rough & Milne Landscape
architects; Kopuwai Archaeology and Adderlyhead RMA advice and project coordination, in collaboration with
clients DJ Jones and NR Searell Family Trusts.
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There is a high degree of recognition from all parties that the Water Race Hill has and is something unique and
different which has endeared all to focus and make the most out of the combined attributes and challenges of
this site and project.
This has been a collaborative effort and journey to this point and I professionally feel this is a well-considered
and thought-out design.

Consider whether any preliminary investigation would be warranted (e.g. geo-physical
survey, exploratory investigation)
Based on desk top research and above ground archaeological survey, acknowledging some limitations, there is
no obvious evidence pointing to a specific site, to warrant any site preliminary investigation within the
subdivision foot print. This said, as indicated within the report there is potential for below surface accidental
discovery of possible hut foundations, cess pits and artefacts scatters.
With the proposed destruction and modification of some parts of the upper water race (F41/369), this presents
an opportunity to record some cross sectional cuts through a couple of section to assess and record
dimensions and sediment layers from use as a water race. It needs to be noted more recent use was for
irrigation purposes.
As noted above there may be an opportunity with the connection of this proposed subdivisions waste and
stormwater services into the CODC system in Pennyweights Gully, to understand what gold recovery structure
was in Pennyweights, through monitoring of trenching.
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Further Considerations
Site Management
To protect and capitalise the identified heritage values for preservation and integration in to the subdivision a
heritage management plan must be integrated into the subdivision construction and residential development
phases so the values come through the construction phase and remain to distinguish this subdivision and are
not accidentally or inadvertently damaged or destroyed.
In terms of the subdivision and heritage stewardship the installation of a heritage panel detailing and
interpreting what remains and how to care for it will help empower community care and stewardship into the
future. Outside of the residential and roading components of the subdivision but within Lot 200 there is a
significant array of identified remnants. As a local reserve these need to be managed and preserved. Any earth
disturbance needs to be informed by the archaeological plans within this assessment. Spatial data is available.
Reference is drawn to the principles and practices of the NZ ICOMOS Charter where proposals involve
remediation, replication or removal of structures or archaeological sites.

Analysis, Collections Management and Report Writing
During the monitoring of the subdivision construction if archaeological material revealed/discovered it will be
assessed and photographed in situ and carefully removed bagged and labelled for further diagnostic analysis in
terms of best archaeological practise. These along with post construction survey and photographs will be used
to update NZAA site records and be complied into a final report as part of the condition of the archaeological
authority when issued.
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Recommendations
Recommendations regarding water races
1.

Destruction of the upper water race: with the new subdivision design the upper water race was being
subjected to a number of combined roadway, and residential crossings losing meaningful legibility and
therefore functional interpretation as a water race. On this basis it has been accepted that little
meaningful contribution would be achieved by retaining remnant fragments. It was determined to
sacrifice most of the upper race except for remnants remaining within Lot 200 leading to the flume
pipe abutment for crossing Revell’s Gorge. So the upper water race marked on Appendix 1 Figure 3 in
as red - will be proposed for destruction.

2.

Adaptive reuse of the lower water race: The lower water race (a branch linked to the upper water
race) will be adaptively repurposed as a metalled footpath in order to meaningfully preserve and
maintain it as a key part of the wider heritage landscape and gold mining fabric component. The
water race will be preserved along the upslope berm and invert, with the downslope bund flattened
and surfaced for use as a subdivision pedestrian path with five shared roadway/driveway crossing
treatments as specified in Appendix 1 Figure 3.

3.

Informal use of the Shepherd’s Creek water race (F41/372) as a marked trail (no ground modification
required):
It is proposed for an archaeological authority to adaptively reuse the Shepherd’s Creek water race
(F41/372) as an informal walking trail within Lot 200.
No modification would be required to the trail, other than some pegging/trail marking, and some
bramble vegetation clearance. The exact route that the trail will take is yet to be determined, in lieu of
an additional site visit to identify a logical and achievable route.
The proposed Shepherd’s Creek water race walking trail will provide, through adaptive reuse, some
protection and ongoing management along with some heritage appreciation of the water race and
associated gold mining and coal mining. Adopting and implementing this provides some mitigation for
the modification and destruction of minor water races and the relocation of the hardwood fence posts
along the water race.

4.

Apply for an archaeological authority for the recommended destruction/modification of water races:
An archaeological authority under Section 44 of the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act (2014)
should be obtained from Heritage New Zealand prior to ground disturbing works. Refer Appendix 1
Table 1 in for a list of archaeological features by subdivision lot number with recommendations
against specific lots.

Recommendations regarding fencing
5.

Removal and relocation of certain hardwood fences: the partial removal of a section of the early
farmstead fencing is recommended, subject to storing and reusing these old fence posts when
maintaining those fence lines that are being retained especially along the Shepherd’s Creek Lot 4
boundary.
In practice, if any fence posts are not reused immediately and need to be retained, the fence posts
could be stockpiled within Lot 200, and could be utilised by a local volunteer group (such as the Otago
Goldfields Heritage Trust) if the posts along the Shepherd’s Creek Lot 4 boundary need to be
replaced; and

6.

Apply for an archaeological authority for the recommended destruction/modification of fencing: An
archaeological authority under Section 44 of the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act (2014)
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should be obtained from Heritage New Zealand prior to ground disturbing works. Refer Appendix 1
Table 1 for a list of archaeological features by subdivision lot number with recommendations against
specific lots.
Recommendations regarding management of works
7.

General care and effort to preserve heritage or archaeological sites: As a first principle, every practical
effort should be made to avoid damage to any heritage or archaeological site, whether known, or
discovered during any redevelopment of the site. Care will need to be taken during the
redevelopment of the property to avoid accidental damage to pre-1900 structures, both above and
below ground, as a result of machine operation and site access.

8.

Archaeological monitoring:
a. all ground disturbing works should be monitored by an archaeologist, when works are
deemed likely to affect an archaeological site. Ground disturbing works include, but are not
limited to, vegetation clearance, removal of debris and levelling off the ground within the
roading, installation of subdivision services – power water telecoms, waste stormwater,
landscaping building footprints, contouring/scraping, and excavation.
b. Any archaeological features or recovered material should be appropriately recorded and
analysed.
c. Care will need to be taken during the new residential subdivision development of the
property to avoid accidental damage to pre-1900 structures, both above and below ground,
as a result of machine operation and site access.
d. If at any stage during the redevelopment pre-European material is discovered, local iwi
should be consulted in the first instance. If pre-European material does exist in the area to be
developed, damage to this should be minimised.
e. A full report on any archaeological material that is found should be prepared and submitted
to Heritage New Zealand within one year of commencement.

9.

Monitoring of works in the Pennyweights Gully: with this new subdivision wastewater and stormwater
connecting into the CODC services in Pennyweights, this trenching should be monitored for possible
remnant sluice box channelling and accidental discovery.

10. Preparation of an Archaeological/Heritage Management Plan:
a. The required archaeological authority must be exercised in accordance with an
Archaeological/Heritage Management Plan (“Management Plan” commissioned, or prepared
with archaeological advice, by the Authority Holder, in order to protect and capitalise the
identified heritage values for preservation and integration in to the subdivision.
b. The Management Plan must be integrated into the subdivision construction and residential
development phases so the values come through the construction phase and remain to
distinguish this subdivision and are not accidentally or inadvertently damaged or destroyed.
c. The Management Plan shall provide operational guidelines and procedures for day to day
activities that may affect archaeological sites during works.
d. The Management Plan shall include, but is not limited to, the following:
i. on-site briefing by approved archaeologist for contractors about the archaeological
work required,
ii. the role, responsibility and level of authority of the approved archaeologist
iii. areas and works where the approved archaeologist must be present,
iv. requirements for stand down periods to enable archaeological work
v. procedures for any archaeological investigation or recording of archaeological
information
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e.

vi. timeframes for archaeological work
vii. mechanisms for dispute resolution, and
viii. emergency contact details for approved archaeologist, Heritage New Zealand
Pouhere Taonga Archaeologist and Tangata Whenua.
The Management Plan must be submitted to the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga
Archaeologist for approval prior to the commencement of any earthworks. No earthworks
shall commence until Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga has given its written approval of
the Plan.

Recommendations regarding ongoing site management
11. Establishing a heritage panel for long term site management: In terms of the subdivision and heritage
stewardship the installation of a heritage interpretation panel detailing and interpreting what remains
and how to care for it will help empower community care and stewardship into the future. Outside of
the residential and roading components of the subdivision but within Lot 200 there is a significant
array of identified remnants. As a local reserve these need to be managed and preserved. Any earth
disturbance needs to be informed by the archaeological plans within this assessment. Spatial data is
available. Reference is drawn to the principles and practices of the NZ ICOMOS Charter where
proposals involve remediation, replication or removal of structures or archaeological sites. Refer
Appendix 1

Conclusions
This project is an example of best practise for identifying heritage and landscape values first up and then with
informed considered design between Landpro survey and subdivision planning; Rough & Milne Landscape
architects; Kopuwai Archaeology and Adderlyhead RMA advice and project coordination, in collaboration with
clients Jones Searell Family Trust.
There has been a high level of design and significant investment in identifying remaining heritage values and
incorporating them into the Water Race Hill subdivision and respecting the wider Jones Searell Family Trust
property potential. These heritage values with the significant landscape attributes have been considered and
sensitively designed into the subdivision.
The sites archaeological pre 1900’s features involve various gold working sequences; sluice gulches; stacked
tailings, sluice channels; main supply water races and branch distribution races; dams; likely farmstead, town
commonage fencing and stabling. Informed by the historic heritage assessment the proposed subdivision
design has worked to avoid and preserve all of the gold working sequences; sluice gulches; stacked tailings,
sluice channels.
Integrating the proposed subdivision design has involved the proposed loss of some 37% of historic fencing and
the proposed retaining of most of two of the three main races, with only the upper of the twin water races
being proposed for destruction to accommodate subdivision roading and residential lots and the lower twin
race being proposed for adaptive reuse as subdivision footpath.
Using the Significance of Effects Matrix the site qualifies as being an undesignated historic landscape that
would justify special historic landscape designation, a landscape of regional value; with averagely wellpreserved historic landscape with reasonable coherence, time-depth, and rich and diverse array of historic
industries. The heritage landscape has high context to the main street, nearby heritage landscapes, and sits
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among prominent landforms of Slaughteryard Hill and the Terrace Road Spur between Shepherd’s and Revell’s
Gorges.
The setting from a wide view is experienced and appreciated by locals and the wider community and while
some disturbance and modification has occurred in portions, the whole is an appreciated asset.
The assessment of significance in archaeological terms has been described above under archaeological values
section and in summary the collective of components of this heritage landscape reflects representative aspects
of NZ history. Has the potential to provide knowledge of NZ history, the public and community have esteem for
the place with potential for public education and has features from early settlement and industry. The place
forms and contributes to a wider historic and cultural area.
The assessment of effects in RMA heritage in terms of magnitude of effects is challenging when a new multidimensional layer/s in terms of residential subdivision are introduced in into the heritage landscape. While
sections of individual historic features and heritage system components can be retained and protected, their
legibility, context and interpretation can become diluted and confused.
So, with the individually effected heritage elements of water races and fences, the losses to heritage water
race and fence components can be deemed minor in physical lineal terms and in archaeological contribution,
what remains of the water race and fence features post subdivision now need meaningful interpretation to
explain the dislocated remains and their function in the wider heritage system.
In terms of the subdivision mitigation for minor effects on identified elements and matrix assessed effect of a
slight to moderate impact on heritage landscape it is key to foster heritage understanding of the heritage
landscape and its elements. This is to promote stewardship via the installation of a heritage panel detailing and
interpreting what remains their association to the wider heritage landscape and its system features and how to
care for it will help empower community care and stewardship into the future.
Management
To protect and capitalise the identified heritage valves for preservation and integration into the subdivision a
heritage management as recommended above plan must be integrated into the subdivision construction and
residential development phases so the values come through the construction phase and remain to distinguish
this subdivision and are not accidentally or inadvertently damaged or destroyed.
The high degree of recognition from all parties that the Water Race Hill has and is something unique and
different by way of its combined values of heritage, topography and setting between Bannockburn settlement
and Bannockburn Inlet, and Shepherd’s Creek. This has endeared all to focus and make the most out of the
combined attributes and challenges of this site and project.
This has been a collaborative effort and journey to this point and I professionally feel this is a well-considered
and thought-out design.
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